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Theoretical Model of Labllur Force Participation

1. Introduction

There are many different approaches to the study of socio-
economic behaviour. One is to view behaviour as what might be
called individual decision making process. According to which, each
behavioural decision such as labour force participation is made
independently from all other decisions. The other approach is where
one can view micro-economic behaviour as a household decision
making process. The latter approach assumes that individual be-
havioural decisions are made interdependently. The argument is to
study individual behaviour as a part of a larger behavioural frame-
work which links the household's decisions through a process of
simultaneous and recursive relations.

Both the above mentioned approaches have their relative merits
in explaming economic behaviour. Recently it has been argued that
individual behaviour involves household decision making and there-
fore it should be incorporated in economic models accordingly.l.

The basic neoclassical model of labour supply shows that the
iabour supply curve could be either upward sloping or backward
bending, depending on the relative strengths of the income and
substitution effects. The simple labour supply model was developed
for an individual facing a dual choice in terms 'of time allocation:
work or leisure. The fact that non-market work and leisure con-
stitute different uses of time has also been accounted for)l The
model has since been extended to take into account the inter-relation
of the use of time by different family members.3 A further develop-

1. T. P. Schultz, "Fertility determinants : A theory. evidence and an
application to policy Evaluation". Economic Journal 1973.

2. J. Mincer "Labour Force Par.ticipation of Married women" in Aspec'u of
~abour Economics 1962.

3. Mainly by extending the list of i~Hlependent variables explaining indivi-
dgal's labour supply.
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ment c~nsiders the household as a unit of production with time and
~,market goods as inputs and commodies as output.4 Further extensions
-incorporate the 'production' of children in the family utility func-
_"tion.

Fo~e lab~ur supply response of a household, the behaviour of
;all the members comprising the household needs to be examined. At
,',any givtn time the household members decide simultaneously how to
a'flbclt'te'their time in market activity, leisure or home' activity. An
":ill{jjvid'6al's decision about the allocation of his (or her) time is link-
etIl,ftb.flre','decisions of his household (and its social set up) to a far".. .":",--

g1eatetl'feitent in Brazil than in the developed countries. Families
'i'Q"\:gerier:al;and family heads in particular play an important role in
the"'aeqlsions of their family members.s In view of the above men-
fionedii7factors the study of labour force participation behaviour
sHoulti'trelate to household units rather than individuals for Brazil.

~)'"'IlheA~cisions of all members are interrelated as the welfare of
\the hou;ehold is comprised of the welfare of its members: To some
ex!entthe b()me productivity by one can be substituted by. the home
~~dUp(iv'it;' of the other. Following the maximis~tion principle
-lfi~hJ~€hold members would specialise in the area of their com-
p~~~a~~i~d'vantage. Along with the decision to. allocate their time
, ,:t '••1~r;1i'
between market work or leisure, the household has many other
oJ5jectiY,:es,tosatisfy (e.g. size of the family, the investmenf in educa-
(ibn ofil'th'e,younger group, the savings fo~ old age etc).,
~::.:~jt~f' c;~:>untr;.like Brazil, with its long his.tory of slavery the
socIal and, economIc preferences are interrelated 1D such; a way that
th~coWJhtional ceterus-paribus technique for isolating ,the economic
;Jgr~~ttl!e,rr9inthe social can be quite misleading. The social struc-
.~~'r'e.$f~a.,t):s as ~oth a stimulus and a constraint on behaviour. The
~f()nq~c behaVIOur may be constrained by the importance of

s..' 4.1'0/8; Peeker "ATheory of the allocation of time" The Economic Journal
1965 September.

-5. .pbr'Brazil some studies on Labour force are available, none of them.is
based on micro data from the census (the data I hope to use). A list for reading
OJlr~rit;zJ.liauL~bour Forge is attaphed at the end,
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descent, kinship, marriage and other personal relationships. Such
relationships are only partly given to the household, but they have
to be built upon and maintained. Thus whatever the source and
type of .household's assets (including time) a considerable part is
invested in maintaining and extending social ties. (Many times it
can be observed that people leave vital economic tasks for seemingly
unprofitable activities-the investment in social ties). Therefore an
alternative view of the so-called 'uneconomic' or 'leisure' time is
appropriate for every household. The choice before the household
in the allocation of the available (all members) time is three dimens-
ional, market work, leisure and social activity. In such an environ-
ment the labour force participation concept needs to be modified,
since the distinction between 'work' and 'leisure' and therefore
'workers' and 'non-workers' becomes hazy. The time allocation
becomes three dimensional, market work, economically motivated
social activity and leisure.6 Measurement of economically motivated
social activity would present difficult problems, as it is an unobserv-
able quantity, but its importance can not be ignored.7 As all the
aspects of time allocation are interrelated, for policy purposes it
would be important to know what kind of activity responds to
different socio-economic stimuli, the extent of such responses and
possible effects In other words how are tht different activities link.
ed. Such an approach would be more useful for policy purposes
~han an examination of individual work-leisure choices. The social
activity can either compete with or be complementary to the tradit-
ron ally regarded productive activities. Moreover the rewards for
Fconomic effort may lie to a greater degree in the ability to fulfill
social obligations and patterns of decisions are therefore regulated

--------- ----------- ------------

6. For females another dimension would be housework.

7. The interrelation of labour force activity incorporating socal activity in
some way has been mentioned by some other recent studies. See "An Analysis
of time allocation and labour force supply in rural sector of Melanesia" by G.
KJrkp3 trick in "Labour force participation in low income countries" Edited by
G. Standing and G. Sheehan. (lLO 1978) and ."Village Society and labour use"
by B. Dasgupta. (ILO 1977)
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acco.rdingly.8

No.wJo.o.king at the labo.ur farce participatio.n behavio.ur, the
ho.useho.ld will seek to. maximise its welfare functio.n, -which can be
wrhten.as :

max W = (Ul, U2, U3, ...•••. ,un) .

Uj = Utility o.f each family member (i = 1, 2, ... ,n)

Utility o.feach member is co.mprised o.f his earned inco.me (y = WH,
wherc, Vi = rcal wage rate, H = maximum ho.ur~ o.f wo.rk), leisure
co.nsumed (L), and returns fr<!,m indulging into. so.cial activity (E).
Each meptber tries to. maximise u, so. the pro.blem is

max u = u(y, L, E)
'Ill.. -

Differentiating with respect to. H

Uy W+ uL (-I) + uE (-I) = 0

uL ~B
W= --+_

uy uy

or

i.e. marginal benefit o.f wo.rk equal' to. marginal cast due to. Land E
fo.rego.ne. The preceding equatio.n gives a relatio.n between ho.urs o.f
wo.rk and wage rate i.e. it represents the supply curve. The shape o.f
the curve will depend an the stl'engths of substitutio.n and inco.me
effect.

8. The rela'tioDshipbetween social structure and economy is not one way:
Opportunities for technical change may provide the impetus for social change•
.though this can be ignored fora cross-section analysis of labour forc.eparticipa-
tiOD.



Now if we allow the individual to have some unearned income
Y as well as his wages, then his full income can be written as :9

FI = WH + Y

Then the supply curve obtained from utility maximization would be

H = H (W, Y, E)

Wh~re signs refer to partial derivatives. Now if W rises, the total
effect on hours can, by Slutsky decomposition be represented as :

~=(~) +H(l!!- ~)'OW 'OW u 'OY + ~E
? +

I
If W rises the worker's income effect would reduce his hours of work
(assuming Land E normal).

For simplicity intra-household effects have been omitted. Time
allocation both for individual members and the household will de-
pend on (a) the relative productivities and wage rates of household
me.mbers in the market and non-market work. (b) On the possibilities
I
for substitution among activities and members. Thus the distribution
bf time by each member as well as among members of the household
is influenced not only by tastes and biological social and cultural
specialisation of functions but by relative prices which are specific to
individual members of the household. The hours of work supplied
~n the market by the household is the sum of hours worked by all
its members.

(i = I, 2, ... n)

Here I would assume that the household follows the principle of
sequential maximization. It is assumed that the decision of the

---+---._---_._-----------------------------_.-
9. The importance of the "Full income" concept (Becker) is that its magni-

tvde Is independent of the time the household chooses to allocate to income
el1rning actiVities-it is the ultimate standard of opportunity cost oftime.
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.ht5!Jseh2l'd,h~ad is 'exogeneous' for the members. That is, the par-
ticipatipn and hours decision of the head of the household is not
effectedJ.'py the decisions of the other members decisions.

.• Thehnterdependency in the decision making of household mem-
b~~rslcaQi\beanalysed with the help of p:Jlh analysis. Path analysis
. fs:conceined with linear, additive, asymmetric relationships among a
set of variables which are conceived as being measurable. As statisti-
Sealtecb.Jlique, path analysis does not add anything to conventional
r~gJes~ion technique applied recursively to generate a system of

, . ,. jl" .

equati.gns~ However as a pattern for interpretation, path analysis is
'lnvalu~ble. in making explicit the rationale for a set of regression
equati'Ws. Any causal interpretation of statistical data must rest on
~ssum~Hons-assumptions about ordering of variables, about residuals
etc. When underlying assumption of a model are made explicit the
discussion necessarily has to be consistent. Another useful contri-
~iJ.tion$..of path analysis is that it provides a calculus for indirect
'effects (which play important role in household decision making)
w.hellJhe'basic equations are expanded.

: _,In t.his"system the hours of work by wife and children are repre-
s~nied ,as b~ing dependent on husband's hours of work and other

, ~~!~. i~~>
features, of the household. As said earlier the economically motiva-
- . 'he.: '
te.dso",cjal activity is hard to measure, it's influence in the system is
repre;gnt~d by two variables, socio-economic background (SEB) and
$ii~.ot the family (D). The F variable is included to catch the
}1i~cts,bfilabour force participation on fertility. - The justification
for iii ,inclusion is that the hypothesis that households consider
chlidren as an alternative-form of investment (and consumption) next
'to other forms of accumulating assets. The interdependency of the
reJationship is diagrammatically represented in figure 1.

The diagram represents interactions in the decisions of house-
holdimenibers, the direct and indirect drects. Decisions about hours
(jf'wdr.kof a member is determined by wages, the unearned income
pC the household and the returns from investment in social ties. The
lfouse}f6ld will behave so as to equate the. marginal utility from
,V'iiious activities. Wages are assumed to be exogeneously determin-
ed for the. household members.
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Figure 1 Cau.sal model for Household decisions regarding hours
lof work.

D = Number of dependents, SEB = socio-economic background,
Hh = hours worked by the husband (or household head), Hw =
hours worked by the wife, Hem = hours worked by male child
(agedW 10+), Hef = hours worked by female child (age 10+)11',
F = fertility (children less than 5 years old).

The two variables assumed to represent the effect of preferences
~nd economically motivated social activity are D and SEB. F is
included to see how the working of mothers effect fertility.

, In figure 1 straight lines with arrows at one end represent the
('ependence of, endogeneous variables upon other endogeneous or
predetermined variables, curved lines represent correll'ition between
exogeneous variables. No assumption is made about the source of
the :::orrelation between the SEB and D.ll The relationships repre-
sented in figure I can be written as a system of recursive equations.

--
- f (D, SEB, Ww Y )12, W

(1)

(2)

.
I 10. Male child and female child's hours of work are treated separately as the
traditional attitude of the household and society to their working are very diffe-
rent in Brazil. For example in a hous~hold with a better SEB female children are
not usually expected td take part in the lab~ur force.
f

11. Here the disturbances in the system have been ignored. Disturbances can
be assumed to be uncorrelated with each other, or some inter-correlation (where
a\ residual is correlated with variables entec~ndent to it, but not to immediately
t't Cr it) can be asspmlldf .
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Hcm - f(Hh, Hw' Wcm 'Ycrn )

Hcf = f (Hh ' Hw' Wcf' Ycf)

F = f(Hw' YH)

(3)

(4)

(5)

W = the wage rate of toe respective member (exogeneous), shown by
the subscript. Y = unearned i,ncome of the members, Yh = unearn.

~ ed inco'me of the household.

1. 1. Decomposition of the Variables:

Many of the variables considered in the above formulation are
composite and it is of interest to compute th~ relative contributions
of the components to different endogeneous variables which will
also help to ascertain how causes affecting the composite variables
are transmitted via the respective components. The variables shown
in figure I and (I) to (5) equations ca;n be further decomposed into
various ,parts as shawn in figure 2.

Figure 2
N = Number of dependents,
CH = children less than 5 years of age,
ST =:. number of students,

acc = occupational scale for the head,
Of = other income or a~sets, J -= joint family 01 not, OR =
duration of residence, SEMh =:. head self employed, UNEMh =
head unemployed, UNEMw = wife unemployed, FHw' = wife
family'he1per. •

12, The effect of chHdl,cn's participation on mother's hours of work can also
b~ incorporated in equation (2) by including H

CJl1
' and Hpf as predetermined,. ,
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The variables are represented in boxes and their respective com-
ponents in circles. The components considered are the ones used in
traditional labour force analysis, which can be estimated and tested
'for their significance and expected signs.

Most of the variables are self explanatory, but some need fur-
ther clarification. ST = number of students in the family are
specifically included to represent the need for extra income (as educa-
tion is not completely free in Brazil). In socia-economic background
J = joint family system and DR = duration of residence are includ-
ed to cacth the effect of traditionalism (particularly for female
participation). Duration of residency also represent the preference
for participation as most of the internal migration is motivated by
economic opportunity and also the assets of migrants are low (hence
encourage participation). Moreover the less the duration of residen-
cy, the less would the household be involved in social activity. The
variable UNEMh = unemployed family head, is expected to catch
. the 'added' worker effect. Though there is no direct way of assessing
the income and substitution effects from the model, variables for
wages and other income could serve as rough guides. The variables
used also lend themselves very easily for policy implications.13

Incorporating the information shown in fig. 2, the equations (I)

to (5) can be rewritten as followes

Hh = f (N, Wh, Yh)

Hw = f(Ww, SEMh, UNEMh, CH, ST, CI, J)

Hem = f (Wem, SEMh, UNEMh, UNEMw, Yem)

Hef f (Wef, UNEMw, FHw, Yet)

F = f (Hw, FHw, YH)

(6)
(7)

(8)

(9)
... (10)

One way of establishing the importance of various components would
be to do an unconstrained estimation (i.e. estimating equation (I) to
(5) with the respective variables) and study the patterns of coefficients.
Then do a constrained estimation using equations (6) to (10) and

13. For example if DR significant in increasing participation, measures to

fa~ilitate labour mobility will increase participatioQ.
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"'comp'a:te'the results. One important feature of the households which
(Ihas'nofbeen incorporated in the system is whether it is a 'Rural' or
~'rol"b!lii,thousehold. The reason is that in view of the divergencies
in rural and urban households, in my opinion it would he better.to
SRlit the sample and analyse the behaviour of rural and urban house-;1 , .
holds separately. Another useful way in which the sample can be
spJitwould be to analyse the behaviour of 'Joint households' and
"Nuch~ar households'.

;~:!i . IDllJ,QurForce Participation Decision!

. ':Eor the. study of labour supply, it is important to distinguish1\', > •••

between the decisions of the household members to participate in the
~l;atQur.force and the hours they are prepared to wo.rk.2 Incorporating
;the;P"¥~icipation decision becomes particularly important when con-
,.,~i.deril)g the behaviour of the members who generally comprise the
.secondary labour force (wife and children above the age of 14 in a
J1ousehold).

The theoretical model developed in the last section is appropriate
only.if the utility maximisation process has an internal solution i.e.
if Hi ¥ 0 (if all time is not spent ~n enjoying leisure or indulging

, jnto_ ,social activity). Although the condition of interior solution in
. the process of utility maximisation is generally acceptable for the head

of the household (or any other prime aged male (34+) family member,
'wIlo are generally in the labour force); it is questionable when other
;household member's behaviour in the labour market is under comldera-
tion. In,~he sequential model it was assumed that the dedsion of the~ "

.head of the household regarding participation is exogenous, while the
,',\.'

decisions of other household members are greatly influenced by the
"'head's decision and general household conditions.

:i; -of:

. 1. It is assumed throughout the analysis that work does not carry any utility.
'JWitholi( this assumption one needs to adjllst the value of time for the marginal
''d'isutilftyJofwork. Johnson B (1966) and Gronau R (1970),

~J~:~.2!I}HmCR (1973) has pointed out that participation rates overestimate the
labour supply, while hours of work underestimate labour supply responses for the
,pgqr, ,;FlaIl RE (1973) has shown that estimating the labour supply by multiplying
separate estimates of participation rate and hours work¥d suffers from $tatisti9al
bias.



In a developing country participation decision of the part of wife
or female children could be more important than the hours decision,
due to the strong traditional attitudes and rigid social set up.
Recognition of the fact that many aspects of the social and economic
behaviour involve choice among discrete alternatives or decisions has
recently led to a considerable development of statistical models
appropriate to the analysis of such 'quantal response' problems in
cross-section data.3 Moreover the importance. of combining the
participation decisions with the actual hours worked in the labour
market has been recognized in most labour studies.4 Mincer tried
to rationalise this problem by proposing that the decision period of
the household members is the "lifetime" and the actual timing of
hours worked during the lifetime is dependent on. random factors
(responsible for individual differences with the same market and non-
market characteristics) at any given time. Adopting this approach
for individual data a dummy dependent variable is used (either 0 or
1) and for aggregate cross-section data the participation rate of the
sample is used. In fact the latter has been the method used by most
labour force studies prior to 1975.5

A more recent approach developed by Gronau and Heckman
involves directly estimating the indifference curves, hours of work and
participation decision. It explicitly estimates the shadow price of
time to .overcome the problem of discontinuity in the labour supply
function in the case of unemployed labour force. Heckman (1974,
p. 680) points out that "working with shadow price functions, it is
possible to characterize both interior: and corner solutions within a
common theoretical framework because the shadow price functions
are defin~d at corners where demand functions are not defined."6
From the utility maximisation conditions the shadow price of each

3. See McFadden D (1976) for a survey of development in quantal choice
analysis.

4. Bowen W G and Finegan T A (1969), Cain G G (1966) and (1967), Gronau
R (1973), Heckmen J (1974), Mincer J (1962), Layard R, Frederking M and ZabaJ-
za A. (1978).

S. Mincer (1962), Cain (1966, 67), Powen and Finegan (1969), Cohen, Rea Jr
and Ierman (1970), Ashenfelter and Heckman (1974) etc.

6. The analysis used here is based on the simple formulation put forward by
Mincer and Becker and latter developed by Gronau, Heckman and Schultz.
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member's time is the ratio of the marginal utility of non-market
time to the marginal utility of income from work. (page 3)

-or UL. + UE' = W": H.
f f "

(2.1)

Where the subscript H indicates the number of hours worked at
which the shadow wage is evaluated.7 w* = shadow wage rate,
ULi = utility from liesure, UEi = utility from social activity. Using

the well known maxim of utili1!y analysis (i.e. MU of a commodity is
equal to its market price if any amount of it is bough~ and is less
than it's market price if none of it is bought), we can write the
participation decision in the following manner.

W "W*i ~ i,O

for non-participants

for participants

If the ith member of the household is working, the number of
hours will be adjusted so that in equilibrium

*W"H=W'1, l (2.2)

Now we can look at the maximisation conditions of the house-
hold in terms of the shadow wage function for each member; the
arguments of the functions being the same variables that enter
the equations defined in (1, I) to (1.5) and (1.6) to (1.10). For the
ith member of the household shadow wage is

W'!' = f(H. Y. E. )8
1 1, f, f, (2.3)

7. Shadow wage here is analogous to 'reservation wage' in search models.
Pissarides C (1976).

8. If a Zi vector to accourd for personal characteristics is included then
(2.3) beeomes



Yi = unearned income of ith member

Hi = Hours worked by the ith member

Ei =Returns from indulging into social activity

With shadow wage function it is possible to represent the decision
of labour force participation in terms of a binary variable Ri.

R. = I
l

Ri = 0

ifH. > 0
I

if H. = 0
I

(2.4)

Using (2.2) to (2.4) we can define a transformation y (.) so that

r ")
R. = IW. -W* 1= I if Wi -W~ 0 >0

l l l i, 0 J "
=0" " " <0

(2.5)

Wi is the market wage for the ith member of the household,

and Wi J is the shadow wage at zero hours of work.9 In decisions,
of participation hours of work play the role of a .slac.k variable and
the assumption is that all members are free to choose their working
hours.

So far the market wage rate (w) for every member has been
considered as parametrically determined. This involves problems;

: (a) The market wage rate for the members who are not working but
are in the labour force can not be observed. (b) The observed market
wage rates may exhibit transitory elements. To avoid these problems
an 'offered' or 'imputed' wage function is usually used in the empirical
estimation of labour supply functions. The market wage or offered
wage is assumed to depend on observable variables (like education
and experience) and unobservable variables (like chance, social

9. From now on the subscript is dropped in the analysis to simplify.
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contacts in the right places etc). The- market wage is expected to
increase with education and years of labour force experience. The
hours of the participants adju~t to equate the market wage rate and
shadow wage, while the shadow price of non-working members exceeds
their potential wage rate and it increases with family income.

The rate of labour force participation would depend on the joint
distribution of shadow wage rate (W*) and market wage rate (W).
Formally let f (W,W*) be the joint density function then participation
equals.

Pr = Prob. (W > W*)
(00 (00=J I I f' (W, W*) dW dW*
-ooJ W* .

(2.6)

For estimation of f (W, W*) we need to know the truncated wage
distribution g (W JW > W*) and the portion this distribution con-
stitutes of the total market wage distribution i.e. the participation
probability. As we do not have any information regarding the dis-
tribution of W*, we need to make certain assumptions. The usual
assumption is that Wand W*are independently distributed and that
their joint distribution is bivariate normaI.10

3.' Estimation

As mentioned earlier market wage W is assumed to depend on
education and labour. marke~ experience and the shadow wage rate
W* on unearned income and returns from social activity. Assuming
the linear semi logarithmic form and denoting a vector X for
observable variables determining Wand a vector M denoting
observable variables to determine W"', we have

In (W) = X ex + e

In .(W*) = 1\1: ~ + u

(3.1)

(3.2)

10. Here the independence assumption is clearly questionable as it assorts that
none of the factors determlning W affects Wand vice versa.
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Combining (2.5), (3.1) and (3.2)

where

R=ep

/

Fy=

r / 1IFy-v I
V- J

r / / 1
IXot-M~ IL-- --J and v = e - u

(3;3)

The probability that a household member participates in the
labour market P (H > 0) is

P (H > 0) = P (R = 1) = P (F y > v) (3.4)

An obvious problem is that w* is unobservable. If w* could
the observed and if all variables in X and M were exogenous or
~predetermined, we can estimate ot and ~using ordinary least squares,
'assuming independency of the errorter!U.

To estimate the offered wage Wand shadow w* we need to
$pecify their functional form and associated stochastic structure (i.e.
X, M, and v). Assuming X is comprised of A denoting experience
(present age minus school leaving age) and S representing education
(years of schooling) Similarly if M can be decomposed into H
I(hours worked), Y (unearned income) and E (returns from social
factivity) then equations (3.1) and (3 2) can be rewritten as

l In (W) = bo + blA +blS + e (3.5)

In (W*) = ~o+ ~IH + ~l Y + ~3E + u (3.6)

It is assumed that e and u have joint normal distribution, each
with zero mean but correlation between them is allowed. Disturbances
are assumed to be uncorrelated with the regressors:

Iffor any member of the household In (W) > In (W*) at zero
:hours of work then

bo - ~o + bi A + b2 S - ~2Y - ~3 E > e - u (3.7)
I '

land hOijrs of work adjust so that W* = W then (3.5) and 3.6) become
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a recursive system determining hours worked, and the particular
adjustment of hours depends on the magnitude of the discrepancy

e- u.

If (3.7) holds then reduced form equations for hours worked and
market wage rate are .

1
H = ~ ( bo + ~o + bi S + bz A - ~2 Y - ~3 E )

+ u-e
~1

In (W) = bo + bi S + b2 A + u

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

Equation (3.3) and 3.9) give us the hours worked by a household
member and his wage rate only if (3.7) holds. The distributions of
the disturbances of hours and wage equations are conditional distribu-
tions (conditional on (3.7). Since same exogenous variables appear
in (3.7) to 3.9) the mean and variance of these conditional distribu-
tions, for a particular member of the household depend on the values
of exogenous variable. Therefore it is not possible to obtain unbiased
or consistent estimates of equations (3.7) to (3.9) using least squares
since regressor are correlated with the disturbances.

However it is possible to obtain consistent parameter estimates,
using the relationship betwecn conditional and unconditional dis-
tributions, i.e. the joint distribution of observed hours and market
wages.

. * _ m (H, In(W) ) .
J ( H, In (W), W < W)H = 0 - Pr ( (W > W*)H == 0)

Where m (H, In(W» is the unconditional distribution, Pr
(W > W*)H = 0) is the conditional probability and j (.) is the

conditional distribution, Since it was assumed that e and u are
jointly normally distributed, m(.) is of multivariate normal density
and Pr(.) is a univariate cumulative normal density function with
many of the parameters common with m(.).! If a household with T

J. For the proof of tl1ese stj\tements see He9kman (1974) Appendix 2 pp 692.
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total membe~s contains K who work and T-K who do .not work, the
likelihood function for the mempers (T) may be written as

r
Using (3.10) the likelihood function in 3.11) becomes

K T
L = 1t m [ Hi In (Wi),] 1t

i=1 i=K+I

. Pr [(Wi.< W;)h = 0] (3.12)

I .
Maximizing this likelihood function with respect to thc parameters of
~he model, iucluding the vari ances and covariances of the disturbauces
~ and u in (3.1) and (3.2) yields consistent, asymptotically unbiased

.nd efficient parameter estimates.

In a household where all members are working T == K and
maximizing(3.I 2)would be equivalent to the full information maximum
[ .

likelihood method (FIML), but if K > T2 FIML will not be maximum
iikelihood method with its desirable properties as long as any
parameter affects both the distributions governing the work decision

. r ) IPr (W. > W": H _ 0 I and the hours decision m(H" In.{Wi».
l I I. - J

For identification assume that the last variable in X (the vector

X =' Xl, Xl"", Xk does not appear in M, the rest of the variables

(Xl = Xl, X2,"', Xk_l) are contained in M. And some variables in M

(an array called M2) are not contained in X, then (3.1), (3.2) and (3.4)- -
can be rewritten as

Z. WhiCh is true for an avera~e household in developing economy.
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I I

In (W*) = Xl ~l + M2 ~2 + u

Pr (/'~y > v) = Pr ( (<X2 Xk+ Xl (01 - ~l) - M2) ~2) >.v ]

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

If vis normally distributed the equation (3.13) could be estimated
using least squares. Pro bit analysis can then be used in (3.15) and y
estimated up to a factor of proportionality = 1/a (where a2 =
E(v2» as the estimation procedure uses the 'standardised cummulative
normal distribution formulation.

Pr (R = 1) =
(F' y/a

Pc (F' y > v) = I ~
J 2 7'C

-CtJ

--t '/2
e dt

(3.16)

From the coefficient of Xk in (3.13) and (3.14) we can determine u,

. and using u we get (0;1 - ~I) and ~2and finally uSIng the estimates
of 0, in (3.12)'~1 can be determined.

1.4. The il5ogit/ProbitMothH ofJEstimation

In the labour force participation literature, the use of logit/probit
methods .forestimaticn .has become .common particul arly for the
analysis relating to the secondary labour force.1 Prior to the use of

'logitjpcobit 'method, 'the -estimation of linear probability.function w:th
a dummy dependent variable with least squares presented three main
difficulties. 2 Firstly it violated the condition that estimated probabili-
ties should be constrained to 0, 1 interval. Secondly ,least squares

3. Heckman -J ani:l'WiHs -R' (1977), Peter Peek (1978), Guy Standing. (l~)7.8)
layard R, Frederking M rnd Zabalza A (1978).

2. -Thiswas.the approach used in Bowen and Finegan (1969), Cohen Rea Jr
Lerman (1970),a:nd'Bl)'Skin(19703).
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estimators produced inefficient estimators due to the hetetoseedastlc
structure of the errors. And finally the inconsistancy in the estimates
of standard errors of least squares parameters led to inaccurate test.3

With the use of logit/probit methods their functional form
guarantees that the estimated probabilities lie in 0, 1 interval and the
maximum likelihood methods of estimation has the desired properties
of assymptotic efficiency and consistancy. 4 The l?robit specification
is based on the multivariate normal distribution allowing nonzero
covariance terms, while the logit formulation rests on the univariate
independent extreme value distribution. Both independent probi!.
and logit models have similar properties, both assume independenee
and after normalizing the variances the distributions that form the
basis of the models-independent normal and extreme value
respectively - are quite similar (logit analysis in many cases is
preferred due to computational simplicity, a distinct advantage).
Logit analysis replaees the standardised cummulative normal distribu-,
tion by the standardised cumulative logistic distributioD, therefore
(3.16) can be written as

I
Pr (H > 0) = Pr (R = I) = Pr (I: y > v)

= (1 + e - F'y (rt/a \/3) )-,-1
The identification conditions remain unsh anged.

(4.1)

A further extension of probit analysis proposed by Tobin (1958)
represents a halfway dichotomous situation where one can analyse
the question whether a family member participates in labour market,
al1d also how much time is spent in the labour market i.e. participa-
tion and hours worked can be estimated simultaneously using both
the information on hours supplied by participants and the information
about those, individuals who are looking for work. The dependent
variable is constrained to be either positive or zero. The approach
is based on a specification where the dependent variable (the time
spent in the labour market) is equated to a linear combination of

3. Bowen and Finegan Appendix 1.
4. Gronau and Heckman.
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expiaiHl.tory variables with unknown coefficients plus a normally
distributed disturbance term.

1\

If we have expected hours of work (H) as a function of X (obser-
vable variables) and e representing the unobservable variables then
II = X (J. + e. With P(.) as the cumulative distribution function of

e the likelihood that a household member is not participating is
1\ 1\

Pr (H + e < 0) = F ( - H). The likelihood that individual is parti-
1\ 1\

cipating is Pr (H + e = H) = f (H - H). Thus if in a household
with T members, I are non-participants and K participants the like-
lihood of observing pbsitive or zero hours of work is

I
L = 7t

i=l

1\ K 1\
F(-H) 7t f(H-H)

K=l"
(4.2)

I I K I

_ 7t F(-Xa) 7t f(H-Xa)
i=1 K=l

The estimates of obtained by maximizing this likelihood function are
unbiased and consistent.

5. The Conditional Prohit Model for choices among alternatives

In the sequential model of labour force participation, the head
of the household is assumed to be in the labour market. The other
members can allocate their time working, enjoying leisure or
indulging into social activity (an extra choice for the wife would be
housework and for th~ youth the decision to continue their studies).
The maltivariate logit and probit analysis are the most widely used
for estimating the relationship between choices among alternatives.
In multiple alternative situations a generalization of logic analysis
called conditional logic is used. Daniel McFadden has developed
qualitative choice models based on the conditional logic specification
to a high degree of sophistication.l The main disadvantage of the

1. McFadden D (1973),Nerlove M and Press S J (1973.1976). The logistic
model of Nerlove and Press has been used by Ribeiro De Clieveira (Unpublished
Ph. D dissertation 1978)to analyse the joinf decision of labour force participa-
tion and enrollment at scho~l.
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functional form providing the basis of conditionallogit is the property
of "independence of irrelevant alternatives". Hausm an and Wise
(1978) have proposed a method not constrained by the "independence"
restriction and it allows for a much richer range of human behaviour
than the conditional logit approach. Their method makes explicit
allowance for variation in tastes across individuals for the attributes
of alternatives and across altel'natives for the individuals. (As the
main argument in developing the sequential model of participation
was the interdependence of decision among household members and
among different alternatives, the conditional probit analysis is most
appropriate to analyse the choice decision among alternatives).

The analysis in this section is comprised of a simplified version of
Hausman and Wise model. The problem considered is as follows.
An individual faced with J alternatives chooses one of them, then
the probability that he choose's the jth alternative is Pj where
J
~Pj = 1. If the outcome is represented by a vector Y = (Yl, yz,
j=1

J
... , Yj) where Yj is either zero or one and ~ Yi = 1, then the pro-

i= 1
bability that it is chooser is given by the probability that
Y = (1, 0, , 0) where the probability of any y is given by

~~~:,..., ~f. For N identical individuals indexed by i the likelihood
function is as follows.

N YI Yz Yj
L = 7t PI, Pz , , Pj

i= 1
(5.1)

Given a random sample the unknown parameters are estimated by
maximum likelihood. A sample may be thought of as N independe nt
drawings from a muitinomial distribution with log likelihood fuuction.

N
L = ~

i= 1

J
~ Yi; In Pij

j'=1
(5.2)

Both the pro bit and logit likelihood have this same general form but
different specifications of the probabilities Pij. The' conditional



10git specification is based on the assemptioll that errors, are indepen-
dently and identically distributed with extreme value density. function.
For example assuming that the value of the three alternatives to the
ith, individual can be represented by

U ( Xl , ai) = Uil + eil (5.5)

(5:5)

From these three alternatives the probability that the.first is ch{)'Osen
according to conditional logit is given by

(. U2 - Ul U 3 - Ul ) - 1
Pi = 1 + e + e (5.6)

In the conditional probit the problem is not only to find the values of
pj that maximises (5.2), but also to allow the selection probabilities to
be dependent on attributes of the alternatives in the choice set arid on
the attributes of the individual making the choice. If the probability
that ith individual chooses the jth alternative is Pij = P(Xil,

~i2, ... , ~ij; ~i) where ~ij is a vector of attributes of the jth

alternative and ai is a vector of characteristics of the ith individual,

conditional probit analysis differs from conditional logit analysis in
the stochastic specification of the probabilities Pij. The probit
specification is based On the multivariate normal distribution with
non-zero covariance terms while the logit formulation rests on the
univariate independent extreme value distribution.

Whh the conditional probit the probability that the first alternative
is choosen is giyen by



.wheI.ebl ,is standardised nor-mal distl1ibution with corelation
,coefficient rw' 0= ej'- .e/ ,(errors fIomdiffeLent .alternatives)

----------------
') -(a; -a

13

- a)2+ ~23)jJ( a; +a~ a12) ( a; + .~ - 2a13)

The conditional probit model allows corelation among the random
components of individual valuations of alternatives, thus relaxing
the "independence of irrelevant alternatives" constraint (theprimar.y
"limitation of logit model). Moreover probit model makes explicit
allowance for heterogeneous preferences among decision makers.2

;In the sequential model of labour participation, it would be
interesting to see how young members of the household choose among
the alternatives of studying or working and for the married females
.of working or staying at home, using -the conditional probit model.

(6. Sample Selection -Bias

Throl.).ghout the analysis the question of sample selection bias
which results from the exclusion of those not working in the 'market
wage equation' In (W) has been ignored. Take for example the
variable education in In (W), if education has positive effect on the
participation (due to its.positive effect on market wages) then among
the participants a disproportion ally high number .of more educated will
be observed, biasing down the estimated coefficient of education on
market wage rate. Moreover due to selectivity biases some variables
which are not important for 'market wage' may appear as significant
if only those working are included. If number of children is included
in the 'market wage' function (as a proxy for lack of labour market
experience) for mothers among the explanatory variables and its

2. If in (5.3) to (5.5) we specify the value of alternative as

U ( Xij ) =~lXlii + $2X2ii + ~lXlij + ~2X2ij + ~ij
then

U =~lXlii + ~2X2ij ande (Xij , 3) = ~lXlij + ~2X2ij + E ij
Var (e,j), .Bnd ,cov (eij., e'ij) would .~ive the .individual tast~

parameters, .
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coefficient is negative and significant, then it can't be taken as
, evidence of discrimination against women with children or, that
women with less market experience earn less. In fact the variable
number of children might just be portraying the sample selection
effect i.e. that women with more children tend to participate less in
the labour market.

The arguments of the last paragraph can be formalised as follows.
If all market wages (including the wages of those out of w~rk) couId
be observed, the market wage equation would be E (In WI X) =X' a
which can be estimated by ordinary le~st squares. However wages
in the market can only be observed for those who are working, the
sub-sample, for estimation is

E (In W/X)=X'a+E (ejv > - F'y) (6.1)

As v and e are not independent (e is a component of v according to
(3.3), therefore E (e/v > - F'y) =J: O. Moreover as the variable in X
form part of F we can't assume that the conditional mean of e is
uncorrelated with a i.e. least squares estimates wlll yield biased
results.

Assuming a bivariate normal distribution for v and e, the
conditional mean of the error term in (6.1) isl

E (e/v > F'y)= (1e, V , e (D) (6.2)
(10

where
IjJ (D)

8= I-A (D) and D
F'y

=--
u

The density and the distribution function of the normal distribution
are given by IjJ and A respectively, Therefore e (D) is the ratio of the
ordinate to the tail area of this distribution and is a monotonic non-
linear function of D.

1. Johnson and Kot;z: (1972), Gronau (1974), Lewis (1974) and Heckman
(1977).



From (6.2) the market wage function ,(6. I) can be wdt~ep. ~

In (W) = X' a + .!!!!.:!-. 6 (D)+cl
I1V •

(6.3)

,The expression' in (6.3) shows that the question of sample selection
bias' "may be reformulated as an ordinary omitted explanatory

variable problem" (Heckman 1977).

The sample selection effect on y is captured by (D) in (6.3) and
if we know D, In(W) can be estimated by least squares. As D is
unknown its estimate D has to be used which is obtained from
probic analysis, only maximum likelihood methods will give con-
sistency' and efficient estimates of D (and therefore 6 (T). Heckmer
has I)hown that least estimates (i.e. the sample selection bias is not
serious particularly with big samples like the one to be used for
empirical testing of the sequential model).
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Strategy of Education in a Developing Country
A Case Study of Cuba and Kenya

Human resource development is an important factor determining,
affecting and contributing to the economic development of a country.
Although mentioned by economists since Adam Smith, this factor has
been emphasized by economists after mid-fifties of present century.
However, the emphasize has been on the effects of investment in
human capital as related with earnings, unemployment and choice of
occupation. Human resource development as related to education,
health and nutrition are fields still to be explored analytically and
intensively.

The importance of human resource development needs no argu-
ment. As pointed out by Theodore W. Schultz that "more than three-
fourths of the income of a modern economy is attributed to the con-
tributions of human agents, and hence fourth or less to natural and
other material forms of capital, it should be obvious that the formation
and utilization of human capital is of major economic importancel".

Human resource development is the base of human capital which
is an important and integral part of capital, considered as essential
for economic development as blood for human body. Human resource
development is of immense importance for developing countries be-
cause they have abundance of human resources and shortage of
physical capital.

Education and training is a key factor for human resource develop-
ment and building up human capital in a society. Education is source
of useful skills and knowledge acquired by people and forms a capital

1. Theodore W. Schultz, "Human Capital: Policy Issues and Research
opportunities", Human Resources, Columbia University Press New York, 1972,
p.9.
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which is in substantial part of deliberate investment and leads to
ec:;onomic benefits in the form of higher productivity. Therefore,
educatitm1has been considered as not only an important indicator of
economic development but also as an important factor for economic
developm-ent. Education is in its right perspective, when viewed, not
only a social investm~nt but also an economic investment. Lack of
engineers, technicians, managers and low standards of education are
-sOSi'aI'ai'WelI as economic obstacles to development. Unemployment of
hl'gllly'''edticated people can not be considered as a social problem oIily.
It''''is an,:ecbnomic problem and problems as such need to be solved by
ch1fn.'ges;~injthe economic framework of a country.

, As education has been recognized as an important factor and
",...1 " .. ,.11._' •. '. •

iV-d,icat51rof economic development, there has been a rapid and steady
elC~ansjon of education in developing countries' which has resulted in
tria'uy';;socio-economic" problems and this has been referred as edu-
cational explosion or educational dilemma in these countries.

'Ehe extent of rapid educational expansion in developing countries
is:lindicated by the rate of growth of enrollments at different levels of .

'1-.' ..•.... "",-

e~ducatiqn. in such countries during 1960-66. "In developing countries
llSJa w.hole enrolement growth rates were 42% at the primary level
'(reflecJjng.an earlier start), 80% at the secondary level and 93% at the
higher {Illostl Y university level). In absolute teims this growth added
nt~tI5t.~5jtiiillion primary students, 15 million secondary students and
2- 'ffiiIHon stuoents in higher education, or an average of 12 million
~aitJoiial 'students each year. One result of these increases was to
i8Bieveln1968 primary and secondary enrollement ratios, respectively,
ef 40~laild 15% in Africa, 55% and 33% in Asia, and 75% lind 33%
in Latin America. '

tR'e'two basic reasons for this rapid expansion of education and
IUgh tate of enroUements in developing countries are :
:':~~

(a). Increasing demand of education by people as it is considered
essential for improving the economic condition of an individual as well
ii'country and.

2. IBRD, Education: Sector Working paper, IBRD office, Washioatoo,
september, 1971, p. 6.
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(b) growth of population and, more particularly, the rdatively

recent increase of population in the developing countries which has
resulted in an extraordinarily high proportion of young people.

Most of the governments of developing countries have invested
their previous limited resourses on the expansion of education and have
not gained the expected benefits from this huge investment.

Educational expansion has not only led to deterioration in educat-
ional standards but also to many socio-economic problems directly or
indirectly. Urbanization, mass unemployment of educated and techni-
cal young people, students' strickes, gap between thinking of young
and old generation and other simil ar social and economic problems are
related to the education in one way or other. But the most serious
problem has been the growing unemployment among educated young
in urban areas of developing countries. Education by producing mass
of unemployed, frustrated, disillusioned and disgruntled young people,
has -proved jis irrelevance to the socio-economic requirements of
developing countries. As indicated by world Bank that "with hardly
10% of the age group in secondary schools and less than 1% in univer-
sities, some education systems are already approaching the point of
producing graduates in numbers exceeding the effective demand of
~mployers. "3

The pro!'lem will be more acute and serious by 1980 as almost all
the, developing countries will be trying to fulfill a public commitment
to achieve universal primary education by not latter than 1980. Un-
employement. of educated young people is more an economic problem
than a social problem. Huge investment in education go waste because
the production of investment is young people who are nof contributing
.to the production of society. Schultz has rightly pointed out that
Ueducati<:mal capital deteriorates when it is kept idle. Thus, unemploy-
ment impairs tbe skills and associated knowledge that a worker has
acquired. Physical capital as a rule also deteriorates when it stands
idle. But there is a difference, e.g., a fleet of freighters can be placed
in "mothballs" for years: a corps of scientists obviously can not. The
consequences of changes in the level of employme.nt also reach into the

3. Ibid., p. 9.
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c..I~srppm : they may adversely affect the signals that guide the fot-
rnation:"ofeducational capital:;4

The nature of the problem is not only complex but also multi-
dimerisibnal and closely related with the economic structure of the
wliolesociety. The recent literature on the topic is an indication of
that. Moreover, as the seriousness of the problem has been realized
by JnQst of the developing countries, they are trying to reorient their
~d'ucati~nal and training system with greater emphasize on building
educatio~al structure compatable with their economic requirements and
SSlQIViH,8"t!leproblem of unemployement. Different policies and strategies
]iave~~en adopted in different countries for solving the dilemma. Basi-
cally such.policies and strategies can be categorized into two in broad.:-'.;r. J-;i!,

nerspective :

t" (~rChanges in educational structure keeping the socio-economic
struct1!te of a country as it is and.

,If, <J:>Y CHangesin the economic structure and educational structure
are considered together and taking place side by side.
!.j

Cliina, Cuba and other socialistic countries are following the
second strategy while other developing countries are adopting the first
one.

;~'. Afn~ attempt has been made in this paper to analyse these two
strategies- taking the case of Kenya for the first and Cuba for the
second. Detailed analysis of the educational structure and related
problems has been made for Cuba before the revolutionary government
~aindh";power and changes in the structure of education for the after-
watd~;period. Similar analysis has been made for Kenya. Comparison
of<two;idifferentstrategies has been made in a broader sense. Conclu.:.
sions111"avebeen drawn in both cases separately and for the conclusions
on' wtible one can read both conclusions together. The purpose of the
paper~'liaspeen to analyse the policies adopted in education asrelated
!9!',ecQ}!omicdevelopment in particular aspect of employment which is
the mQst serious problem of developing countries at present

4. Theodore W. Schultz, Ibid., p, 34.
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CUBA-A CASE STUDY

Developmental expelience of Cuba since 1959 is of important
-sIgnificancefor developing countries trying to achieve social justice
human dignity, economic prosperity and getting rid of man's exploita-
tion by man.

"Revolutionary Cuba has some significant accomplishments to its
credit. Unemployment, perhaps the most serious problem to be faced
in most of the nations of Latin America, Africa and Asia in the decade
of 1970's, has been eliminated in its overt (though not its covert) from
since 1959. A highly equitable distribution of real income has been
achieved, in contrast to the situation in most low and high income
countries of the world, Communist and Western alike. A very equitable
medical delivery system has been constructed and universal free educa-
tion assures access unrestricted by income."5

The achievements of Cuban "revolutionary government" and the
policies adopted during this period are to be studied analytically and
intensively by the planners and policy-makers of under-developed
countries which are facing the problem of unemployment, hunger and
miseries of all sorts.

The economic structure of Cuba before revolutionary government
was based on wrong foundations and economy, inspite of all reforms
within that structure: was in very bad shape. The economic and politi-
cal conditions in Cuba before revolution has been described by Dahl-
man very briefly and precisely as that "in summary, then, Cuba in
1958 was a splintered and bankrupt society, monopolistic and depen-
dent economy inhibited its economic growth and led stagnation and
unemployement. The uneven distribution of income could be seen
clearly in the urban-rural income differentials and in the high percent-
age of illiteracy and under-education in population. The political
system had ~ot worked. Attempts at non-revolutionary change had
failed. The country was in the hands of a repressive dictatorship."6

s. Archibald. M. Ritter, "The Economic Development of Revolutionary
Cuba: Strategy and Performance", Praeger publishers New York, 1974.p. 1.

6. Carl J. Dahlman, "The Nation-Wide Learning System of Cuba." Research
Program in Eco. Development. Woodrow Wilson School, Princeton Vniversitr.
Princeton, New Jerser. 1973.p. 2',
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The educational system of Cuba was inefficient administratively,
not ac~rding to the socio-economic needs of the country, having access
ltQtonl~ftirban areas and rich class, and producing discontended, frus~
,ttatedtyoung people with no aims in life and unemployed, before the
,'revolutionary government came in power.

'Education Before Revolution :

".::~bt~r the end of Spanish rule in Cuba in 1898, United States
~~p'glicXm~ers tried to improve the educational situation in Cubaby
p~~ph~.s~ing ,on public primary schooling as the main goal. "Local
)~jJ,ar.H~~for education were crea~ed, teacher training institutes were
.,t;~!ab.I,i~h~4,new text-books and curricula was introduced, and new

':,~~~oo,lJaws called for compulsory school attendance.

. 1n 1958, there were 12 schools for training teachers with almost
8,000 students. There were 7 home-making schools with slightly over
Jt1WOOlstudents by 1957-58. The number of business schools for.train-
')ingaccountants and clerical employees was 18 in .1957-58 and the
,jn1}niber;~ofstudents was 9,500. There were 21 Institutes ,of Secondary
'lEduciition in 1958. In the area ,of Vocation-aIEducation, there were. --
fourJypes of schools. The first, Called schools of Arts and Trades,

'numbering 12, with about 3,800 students in 1957-58. There were 3
;;'F~chiiicanndustrial Schools, the second type of vocational schools,
"~~d {he number of students enrolled was 1,700 in 1957-58. The third
ltYp~,«tlis Poly technical or middle level schools, numbering as 5 and
.t~udeifts enrolled were 5,600 in 1957-58. The fourth type was of small
ilgrU(w'tural schools in each of six provinces under the'Ministry of
~gfic1ilture. There was a total of six Universities with an enrollment

v;or 25~5'14in 1958.7
" ..(~

"111 ;Il.hesestatistical figures as mostly used as an indicator or'improve-
1'f.l,lJ.ent~t,showsthat UnJted States policy makers were successful in
,~chi~mg\their objective of educational improvement in Cuba. But as
note<.i~b'y RoHan G. Paulston that "in quantitative term, the U. S.
,contribution was impressive. Thousands of public schools were built,
"aild~school enrollment, mostly urban, increased by three tiines the pre-
, inde6endence peak-stilI, less than one half of all school age children

:'i:~__________________________ ~_~.~eEt"
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attended classes and most left before attaining literacy. In the United
States, the American policy of seeking a democratic government thro.
ugh literacy was criticized as being both naive and unrealistic. It was
suggested, instead, the Cuban really needed practical education design.
ed to help them adapt to their rural environment."s Jolly is the view
that the picture of cuban education in 1959 was pretty much the same
as before.9

The educational system at the very first instance provides the ac.
cess to education only to a limited population as is obvious from the
enrollment figures.

Most Cuban children did not complete the eight years of schooling
which were obligatory because some families could not even afford the
clothing and books necessary to send :children to school. The op-
portunity cost of their foregone work while in school was too high for
the families who were already living below subsistence level. Moreover,
there were not enough public schools to accomodate all of the school
age population.

The next important problem under such educational system was
the gross inequalities between public and private schools. "It is evident
from the figures of enrollment, which inereased four times between
1939~nd 1958in private primary schools as compared to an increase
of 70 percent enrollment at public schools during this period,"IO

The main reason of expansion of private schools as compared to
public schools, was the deteriorating educational standards and, inade-
quate facilities of education at public schools. The poor people of
Cuba could not afford sending their children to private schools and
public schools were providing poor education both in quality and
quantity.

Educational facilities in rural sector were not only quantitatively

8. Rolland G. Paulston as quoted '>yCarl J. Dahlman, Ibid., p. 6.
9. Richard Jolly, Part II: Education, in Dudley Seers et al.. Cuba The

Economic and Social Revolution, University of North Carolina Press, Durham,
N. C.1964, p. p. 164-165.

10. Rolland Paplston as quoted by Carl 1 Dablman, Ibid., p. 13.
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Ul"poor1fput,werei'aIso.qualitatively pOOl'as compared to the urban-sector.
-cfhThe~p;rQIIment in relation'to the estimated population between age
at,oJ ?~i:,3..y;earswas, 50.7 per cent for whole Cuba, 64.8 per cent for the
.#ll!f!>~#{~ec~orand 33.9 per cent for rural sector in 1950."11

'r .
",,', ~du~a,tional system was administratively inefficient and ,contrary'
to theJSocio-economic needs of Cuba. It was just providing students4(l!lll
wjth,~ducation not usefull in practical life and producing young people

':"alie~gea from society, inteIiectually poor and narrow 'minded, 'with no
~J1ihceIifive-and'initiative to work, lacking potentialities to face and solve
the problems faced by the nation.

"", ,'The ,educational system's .emphasis was on turning out white-
~'''Jbli~f~d;st~dents inStead of technicians and students who could serve
!fh .a~}icuiture and industry. ' in 1952, 19 per cent of turn-~utswere
)\.,ta\vy~\-s'ahd arts graduates. Only one per cent related to agriculture
:!ahdjust 2,500 engineers to serve the industry."
"1'-:'1

Although many efforts were made to improve the educational
i{a.cilit~e~within the required structure of a capitalist society, it did not.r;. \0", .
t \impt.9Y~.. As pointed out by Jolly that "many of old weaknesses of.i:, ..•7''!. ~.~ It,! '~ -

. ..;~~u,~~tiQfMl!.systempersisted. In 1955-1956, 20 per cent of the educa-
. •.•.ti.9IJ.~lf~l}dget Was s~iII absorbed by the central administration. In the

sam~l~ear,technical and vocational education received less than 4 per
cent of the educational budget and school enrollment did not keep pace

'.'1\l{itQ&C:p~P!llationgrowth. In the area of adult education the Cuba
.~in..i~ir,y, of,education reported in 1952, that it had OIganized, a natio-
InJl~I~~~p~ign against illiteracy, with support from associations repre-
t~~.!:D:.tj.!li!i£~vicinstitutions, societies and corporations in every school
M!istlj!9J';if' The financial allocation to all adult education was'52, 10, 000
or 2.5 per cent of educational budget. This sum may be measured
again~t 1,032,849 Cuban persons aged)O or ever registered as illite-

~~rates.iAtiting' the Census of the following January. These further reasons
makeit,difficult to believe that the improvement of the fifties were
either sufficiently deep or sufficiently widespread to make great changes
!n !h~educational structure of Cuba revealed by National census of

11. IBRD, "Report on Cuba, 1950.p.405.
12. Richard Jolly, Ibid., table 2, p. 169,



19S3. The popuiation remained widely iii-educated or illiterate. The
schools remained largely inadequate and inefficient."13

The figures quoted and the preceding discussion about the edu-
cational system of Cuba is not only a brief summary of what was
happening but is also an indicator that the reforms within the exist-
ing structure did not help in improving but it did deepen class division
and socio-economic problems in Cuba.

Before discussing the educational strategy after revolution in Cuba,
it is 'essential to know the views of revolutionary government and its
leader Fidel Castro about education and its relationship with economic
and social structure of the society. Without understanding the basic
philosophy behind the educational strategy followed in Cuba, it will
not be possible to understand the educational structure of Cuba in
rigllt perspective and its causes of achievements.

Role of Education :

The function of education for the revolutionary government Of
Cuba area: Consumption, investment and ideology.

Castro in his speech in 1953 observed that education has failed to
fulfill the needs of the people, both because of its inadequate content
and unequal distribution. He declared that their new government
would undertake an integral reform of the educational system to bring
it into line with the egalitarian ends of the revolution and the man-
power needs of development in a rural economy."14

The revolutionary government of Cuba considered education as a
basic right of every human being and considered education as a free
of cost comsumption item available to all in a society.

The function of education as investment is based on the basic
philosophy of a socialistic system that workers are the owners of the
means of production and are the producers of the wealth of society.

13. Ibid., p. p. 173-174.

14. For the main text of the speech "History will Absolve Me" as it has come
to be known, see Paul E. Sigbund, ed., The Ideologies of Developing Nations,
p. p. 307-13,quoted in Carl J. Dahlman, Ibid., p. 26.
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So they must learn the scientific methods of production in agriculture
and industry. The relationship between socialism, the technical revo-
lutionand education as considered by the revolutionary government
are obvious from remarks of Castro that no social revolution can lead
to socialism without a technical revolution - nor can communism be
reache8' tHrough abundance. It can be reached only through education
'and aoihidance. Abundance can not be achieved without the massive
education of the pepole so that they master this technology."15

'Flierevolutionary government of Cuba emphasis on education is
mainly'lbecause of its ideological function. However, in addition to
. the m~re strictly political or doctrinaire orientation, education was
also gWen the more difficult and important task of creating the cons.
ciousne~s of the "New Man"--the ultimate goal of the revolution.
As;eafiyas 1963 Castro said, "Communism is equal to material bases

- 'plus education. Abundance by itself will not make a better human
being, abundance equally distributed among all without exploitation,
plus education is what makes a superior human being. "1S

Overview of Educational System After Revolution :

As the whole political, economic and social structure was being
trans.fprmed into a socialistic structure, the educational system was
also're'organized as a whole keeping in view the function of the educa-
tion i~discussed bef~re. The changes and reorganization of educational
struciilte can be divided into two main broad categories:

.' U'
1. Formal Educational Structure.

2. N.on-Formal Educational Structure which can be called as the
paraJfeJ. Educational System"

Formal Education :

'Fhe formal education system is divided into four stages, excluding

IS.i.Castro, Quoted in Cuba Ministry of Education, Report to XXXI Interna-
tional;Conference of Public Education, convoked by OlE and UNESCO. 1968,
p. 177, as Quoted ~ Carl 1. Dahlman op. cit., p 31.

.16." Fidel Castro, Quoted in Raul Ferrer, "avanceade la education obrcy
Campesina en Cuba", Cuba Socialista, no III, No. 23 (july, 1963),p. 28 as Quoted
byJbid., p. 33.



education pre-primary foriod for children who have reached the age of
five and an extensive system of day-care centres children, as :

(a) Primary Education.

(b) Basic Secondar} (four years).

(c) Pre-University and Middle Level Technological and Profes-
sional Education (3 years) and.

(d) University Education (varying length).

(a) Primary Education:

Nearly 50 per cent of children of primary school-age were not
attending any school before revolutionary government started changes
in educational structure. In one year between 1958 and 1959, there
was an increase of 3,000 schools and increase in number of teachers
by more than 7,000. The most of these schools were established in
the country side. The number of students increased by over 370,000
in the first year aftee revolution and the enrollment was more than
double in countryside.

In 1961 the government nationalized all private schools and educa-
tion was free for all and with uniform educational standard and facili-
ties. Double session in elementary schools were started. The number
of school days was increased. In primary education, keeping in view
the principle that education should be combined with productive work
of social utility, three types of work were developed: educational
work, productive work, and work for social utility.

The idea of combining work and study was developed further in
1966, children devoted 50 per cent of the time to study, 30 per cent to
sports activities, physical education and recreation, by establishing
special boarding schools where free boarding, food and clothes educa-
tion, medical care and recreation activities are provided to children

The usefulness of the principle of combining work and study at all
levels can be indicated that in .1972 there were schools where the
fourth and sixth grades worked two hours a day and the food which
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W~~'n>rbdJcedon their school plots was more than enough for their
bparding"schools and surplus was sent to workers' dining halls. In
u,!1l)anareas the students assemble toys and package pharmaceutical
p~oduct~f

'(1)) Basic Secondary:

.'::f<1'};hr,~es~ars of common junior .secon~ary stage has been introduced
Instead of two years of upper pnmary 10 the old system. The most
importantds of curricula constantly in view to have more emphasis on
science arid more coordination of courses with productive work Stu-
dents go~to co-operatives, forms and participate in carrying out diffe-
rent tasks of agricultural production. In the beginning of 1966 a plan
caHed "t'he school goes to the countryside" was started on experimental
ba\if-26to'00~sludents of the province coming from the basic secondary
le~61IAIO~gwHhtheir teachers, went out to do work in the rural areas.
Pr~{icti~~ work in agriculture and school work was done side by side
witil~ult1t;af activities, sports and recreation. As the experiment was
sug~e~finUit'was implemented on a national scale in 1966/1967. The
be~ls:'J~;'{J1'e'program are: the ideological and moral development of
Y61lrl ;:~h:tinderstanding of the agricultural problems of the 'country ;
atiew relationship between student and teacher and between both of
them and, agricultural workers; the development of the collectivist

',;'J"- " 1.,-<. .
tendencies:and self-government which are important for the creation of

.•:1:t~,. ',;-'

ne~~ciet.Y ;;and an important contribution to the development of the
eCS~9.m.Yi.

~hq;heWstudents participation in the countryside does not interrupt
th~itueducation and evaluation but as the revolutionary government felt
theat the activities of the program are not integrated into the formal
school prggram as conceived, "the school in the country-side" plan
w~t;lntroduced ,in 1970. By the end of the 1972, there were nearly 50
sc'Rb6ls oMlHs type. Each of these boarding school has a capacity of
SOO~li(:l~Hkand includes; dormitories for teachers; staff and students ;
clat{t;toorn~;"laboratories, workshops, meeting rooms, a library, a bar-
ber sltbp~Wirifirmary, a movie theatre, a school store and more recently
pl_~p"Sifo~\~;wimmingpool.

-"n'FIie''*government is expanding this system of education and
oi;j~livellis-tb]build up such schools for all basic secondary school
~tudents.



,..Pu- University and. Middle L~velJ Technological. and:"Pro/ession'al
( Education

Enrollment in pre-University and middle level technological
, institutions has not increased and there have been a lot of fluctuations.
The kind of technological education available now is better in quality
; and varied in nature as compared to such facilities before revolution.
,The technological education before revolution was neglected a;nd
teaching was only in a limited number of skills not according to the
requirements of society. The new curricula emphasis is on all-round
training of the ~tudent so that he is master of the skill and can solve
the problems of his profession.

The government is fully aware of the importance of technical
education and problems related to it. Castro in one of his speeches
pointing out the problem said:

"I ~o not mean to downgrade any other activity, but just take an
example languages .... of course this is in the field of education. - .Ther~
are 24,033 people studying language. That is fine. Weshould,be
glad that so many people realize the importance of studying foreign
. languages. That is a part of education and could be even be consider-
ed a positive index. One thing I ask myself though, is why there are
only 7,757 studying agriculture and 16,203 in our industrial institutes.
And I ask you who is going to produce material goods in the future
and how ~How will we be able to introduce technology in agriculture
and industry? Who will work, and how, in the production of goods?
Furthermore, he pointed out that even when students get a technical

, education, many times they can not do anything practical because
they have only received intellectual education."l?

The solution which Cubans have for this problem is to combine
, work and study at the technological institutes too. The plan as to
construct polytechnic institutes right next to it. In the future plans
are to build senior high schools either iIi the country-side or in a
factory.

University Education: Before revolution, there were three
government and four private universities and most 0[. the students

17. FidelCastro speecb to the YCL 1972, Pl'. 3-4 as quoted by Carl J. Dabl.
m!lll, Op. Cit., p. 86.
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were in law liberal arts and education. The number of students in
engineering and sciences was very low. Most of the students getting
university education were from upper. classes because a majority of
students could not afford expenses of university educatio~. Between
1961 and 1962 university education was reorganized. All the
universities were merged into three: one for western, part of the
island (University of Havana) one for eastern part (University of
Orient) and one for the central part (Las Villas). The entrollment of
students after revolution declined but after 1966 it was above the
pre-revolutionary level. There have been major shifts in enrollment
by area of specialization. The number of students in technology,
agriculture, sciences and medicine have 'increased from 3,323 to 6918,
1202 to 3179, 1617 to 8,934, 3.947 to 8773 respectively during 1958 to
1970. But the number of students for humanities, economics and
education decreased from 4.291 to 1597, 6102 to 837 and 5032 to
4812 respectively during this period.

These figures ate an indicator for Cuba's changing strategy for
development. "The very high increase in enrollments in technology
reflects Cuba's emphasis on industrial development, increased in
enrollments of agricultural sciences reflects emphasis on agriculture
and fluctuating enrollments in education reflect the changing strategies
for teacher preparation. In 1966 a period of two years was made
compulsory for all graduates. Under the recent drive to universalize
higher education, all University students work 20 hours a week in
work related to their careers of study and an almost equal number of
workers study at Universities. The main .•..objective of the program is
to "make every student a worker and every worker a student", in
order to extend higher education to all people. Castro said in this
respect that "the final solution is not one of creating more Universi-
ties, but rather of converting the whole country into a University
The industrial, agricultural and educational centres will be shops
where students carry out production and research, guided by professors
who will provide them with the necessary theoretical knowledge.
And it is here where the contradiction between study and work is
resolved in a higher synthesis of economic and educational develop-
ment, because productive activities, productive processes, constitute
~he material base, the laboratory, where, in the future, all workers

18. Ibid., p. 89.



2. 'Non-Fof1nal EdUcation: "CUball "revolutionary government
emphasis ohnon~formal education ,has lteen very great arid it lias
organized ahentire system <ifeducation parallel to'out oritsideTegular
sChoolsystem. We wiIli1iscuss-btiefly 'tlie various .program 'launched
t5y the government unae•. thissysremanu their b.asic philosopliy and
a1fecisdntne whoTestructure dhbCiety.

... ~ ...
a. The Literacy Campaign : As the facilities of education before

revolution were limited to urban areas and to rich class, there
'were about one million persons illiterate and revolutionary.government
wanted to educate them. In 1960 Castro announced at the Uni~ed
Nations that Cuba was go~ngto eliminate illiteracy in a year. The
literacy campaign started on January 1, 1961 and lasted untill
December 1961. Of the 985,000 illitel:'ate located, 894,000 enrolled
in classes and 707,212 were made literate. This in one year literacy
was reduced frc)m 21 per ceJit of the popuI~iion over age"14 to a
mere 3.9 per cent. 'the teachin~ foreewaS 'eitner audIts who
volunteered to teach on average of two hours each da'y 'during 'their
sp'are"time or were young student volunteers recnilted' from scnools
and teachers. As .the whol~ society was mobilized, and vOlu'tit~efs
were dedicated, Cuba achieved in one year.what other countries have
,not been able to achieve in one year. This literacy campaign not
only fulfilled the objective of teaching' illiterate, but also provided
'opportunity to' people from different social classes an.dbackgrounc:t
to learn fmm each other and obtain a better understanding of them-
;selves, the causes of the revolution, and its goals.

Fol/ow-up CiJurse and Adult Education: Before the end of literacy
campaign government had made plans to provide follow-up education
for both the new literates and the under-educated .. The ,programm
started in 1962 with enrollment of 300,000 but by the endof August
in 1962, it was almost 590,000. In 1962 the government also started
a program, "The Battle for the sixth Grade" with the objective to
enable 500,000 workers to complete their primary schooling who had
01lI~a third grade education. In' 1963 the worker-peasant facuities
were created with the objective to prepare the stu~ents, workers and

19. Fidel Castro quoted in Cuba, MINED, Report to the XXXII Conference
pp. 65.67 asquoted by Carl J. Dahlman, Ibid .• pp. 92-93. '

•
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peasants who had completed a secondary education for University
educa~ion in science and technology, which was becoming increasingly
Pnpo~tant,for the development of industrial and agricultural plans of
theG9Ul1try. In order to harmonize education with production, the
sch<?ollicalenders of worker-peasant education are adjusted according
to; ,the 'months not included in the sugar or other harvest seasons. A
special! .programof adult education for women was started in 1961 in
four different ways: evening schools for the improvements of domestics,
employer schools, the" Ana Betan-Court" schools for peasant women,
afiagpedal courses by the Cuban women's Federation. A vast
follow-up reading program has also been started. Under this program
every~ltWo'months Ministry of education publishes 50,000 copies of
the Magazine (The pleasure of Reading) which is distributed free.
1\: sma]}!encyclopedia containning articles on agriculture, revolutionary
tHemes, 'geography and history, national literature etc published in
a:9~7.'U:

,~~JH
_. '~~rhus, the adult education program which began with the
liJ~racMw.ampaign and proceeded with the development of follow-up
, <;Qurseiihas .grown scope and objectives. Now it amounts to a whole
'infornllJ.l school system which reaches beyond the walls of the
m~di~i,O.nalclassrooms to the population at large." 20

Wo-;ker Training and the Concept of Universalization: "The basic
~H1los6phy;behind the Cuban educational system, the bond between
'~ahcati6n and work, led to the formal schooling programs participa-
hb"n J'i1:'practical work experience on one hand, on other hand it has
B~en cbnsidered important to intellectualize the workers. So the
acbiev~ment has been intellectualization of workers and proletarization
of ,education. The programms for intellectualizing workers comes
~iidei;;the concept of the "Universalization" of higher education.
S~ch ~¥ogflimms include as: Mip.imum Technical Program (The
Minim'ti Tecnico Program); Technical and professional Education
~Hlithe t~ix by six program and Guided Industrial Studies. In future
1t~'fra"1ning of workers, technicians and engineers is not to be
'accon1~ished only at the Universities and other formal institutions.
"Z>Casii-f1pointed out in several speeches that there is no .better base
ita-retIlll Jr study to create specialized engineers and technicians than
'iBfi, theJ1iidustries themselves, since they have all sorts of advanced

{",

20. Ibid., p. 55.

•
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equipments and numerous technicians who could'devote part of their
time to teaching.21

Dilemmas of. Cuban Edudational System: Afer analyzing the
Cuban educational structure before revolution and after revolution
and accomplishments of present educational structure and policies, it
is essential to know for policy makers and planners of other develop-
ing countries the problems and dilemmas of the existing educational
system.

With the limited resources available, every government has to
choose between different strategies. For Cuban revolutionary
government in education sector, they have either to invest on expansion

. of education on low levels and mass education or on higher levels of
education and more advanced specialized education. The government
decided on mass educat!oninspite of the fact that Cuba was facing
the problem of shortage of highly educated manpower. Here is
conflict between economic and idealogical goals which are emphasized
by every revolutionary government.

The other important dilemma is how far Cuba has been able to
accomplish its goal of a "New Man" who is more selflessly devoted
to the community and needs of country than his own personal needs.
This dilemma has been pointed out by Elizabeth Sutherland that "the
revolution seemed to expect new men with creative non-conformist
mentality to emerge from an educational experience that was not
non-conformist,22

Another important problem is that how much should be invested
in education. Education not only involves the direct cost but also
an opportunity cost of manpower involved in education. One has to
make cost-benefit analysis of every project and plan being implemen-
ted. But here is again the problem of preference. Idealogical returns
may be given more importance than economic returns is a dilemma
for all revolutionary governments to be faced.

Conclusions: The accomplishments of the Cuban educational
system and economy as a whole are not only worthy appreciating but

-----------------------
21. Ibid., pp. 64-65.
22. Elizabeth Sutherland, The Youngest Revolution, quoted in Paulston,

"Education," Op. Cit., p. 393, quoted in Carl J. Dahlman, Ibid., p, 128.
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itijisai~o'Jimportant for developing countties which are facing the, sa!i'!~
prQblems to follow the similar policies and strategies. But again when'
learning,an,d following Cuban policies developing countries have ~~t
181l"f9~W 'bIint!ly as has already happened by following the developed
:~aun!H~~. peveloping countries have to learn from the shortcomings
,'~:~r .:,-r.'f~:n.~... '..
bf th~~&stem. Apd Cuban themselves had made cntical analyses of
tfjg":F.ldffle.ihs of the Cuban education system many times.' "The'
m~6st'.l~ih'11~problems are discussed openly by the leadership implies'
that the Cubans are genuively concerned about the educational system
a1).9. Me, v.f?PJ;serious about making it successful," 2J Becal.lse they
'b~tie,~~;po~nted out by Fidel CaStro that "we wiI\ make revo~u.!i<;>n
~We.l~!!Y ,,<in the battle of education." 24,

'Weilya4A Gase Study
"~ .•• tfl"

,;. '~I!~~J.1~ame an ind;ependent country on DeceI'lJb~r 12, 1963.,
~Y!}~FVers ?25,OOq squar~ miles (582, '6000 square kiI0111eters)with
p.,gp.ll!!ti~t,l of 9.9 111iIlionas estimated in 1967 which is increasing at

-the rate of 3 per cent a year.

~enya.;~, econonw is predominantly agriculture. It is predomin-
all!!Y ~gricu1Jure. It is estimated that agIiculture provides liveli,ho04.
6faJ,DWleit!tl!:n 75 per cent, of population and contributes 35% of gross

.d9...tpesti~l?.f0duct (GDP). The industrial structure is comparatively'
, bhQoa<l.~ffin:.Ke~yaas compared with otQer cOl,mtries of East Afric,a.

¥~t<.,p.ft]},e_ e?Cport commodities are agricultural and industry is a!so.
based on agriculture. The manufacturing sector and gross domes~i~
produ(:t of Kenya although with a lot of fluctuations are growing at"
a~stea<:tY rate. Kenya as all other developing country is facing the
p't'oblem\ of (unemploye me nt, expansion of urban areas and vari9us
socio'o:eConbmic problems related to it.

,~ .'r~;'
Acc<?rdjng to International Monetary Fund (IMF) survey, total

laboui'I9tf~(1nale and female) probabl y exceeds 3 million. Some 0:8
.nfili1ori'a:~~'estiinated-to be employed for wages or self-employed, a
'la.rger but undetermined number are on small farms and restare either'

_l.lJl.empLqy~_d;or underemp'loy~d. J(enya's un~111ploy~ment is being, ag-
gt:~¥at~4I' RY. its hi~q. .pop~latjon ..gr0'Yth ra,te (3 per ce1lt), w.hic~ 'l~~I~

23. Ibid., p. 131.
,*,24.' ':Fadel Gastro, quoted in Education, Ano I. No 3, October.DeceInger

1971, p. S '8s.'quoted Ibid.; p'. '130~



soine 25,000 persons anl~ua!ly' to the t9tal labour force. "25

Kenya as other developing countries IS facing the problem which
t~e I?roc~ess of economic'develoyment, resulting from the policies adopt-
ed during the last decade by 'these comitries, has thrusted upon these
countries. International aid' and private foreign investment as pointed
out by ILD survey has been "limited and its benefits have Often been
u.nd~rcut a~d in, some respect outwei&h~d by ~he uJ:}.l)elpful~nfllf.C?.nces
as:~p~,pa.ny~ng the.-';1l-- bi~ses in teRhnology,. restrictiQns in ex;port.
ll}~rkets ~nd worse~in& te.rm~ of tr3:dt(,strin~s to ai,d and tra.ns[er pay-,
men\s aQro~d." .

Education:

Educati0!laLexpan~ioJ:}..iJ?~enya ~as been fast and ~he statistic at
figures regarding establishmen~s of schools and enrollments <l:reimp~es-
si~~ b~t th~ pr~bl~ni; ~ekat~d to it are'f~u,stJ;ating.We will also disc~s~.
here in the same way as for Cuba, the educational system of Kenya in
two categories :

(a) For~~) ~q:uc<l:~i9.naJ?~

(b) Non-Formal EducatjQn.

~~),~o~~.l:lI.E.d,u~.~!j.OlV.
Formal education in Kenya is expanding very fasHy at all levels of

education. One of the indicator of this educational expansion is the
tremendous increase in school enrollments. It increased by over 60 per
cent':':"from about 900,000 in 1963 to '1.5 million in 1970.

, Sec~>1ldary sch09l enrollmen~s rose more than four fold, from
3000.•0QQ)n 196.? to alplOst 130,090 in 1970. The proportion in second-.
ary scpo.o) enrollm~t w~nt ~p frpm a. base of 40 pei cent in 1963 to
9() per c~~t in 197Q; T,h<:n~mber ofel1rollments .at the tertiary level
I:\~~als,9.incre.a~ed very rap'idly.

The underlying principle in Kenya's formal educa!ion has been
expanding education through "self-help efforts and local government".

2S IMP "Surveys of African Economies, Volume 2: Kenya, Ta,nzania,
-q~n~~a~~:s,o,~~I~~:'INF, w~;riil}gtpn, D: C., 1969,pro 137-209. .

26. 'u:,o, "Empl~ym'ent, Inc~me' and Equality: A Strategy For Increasing
Productivtdl:mployment in Kenya", ILO office, Geneva, 1972, p. 2.
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Government has been successful in this respect as is indicated by the
enrollments in unaided secondary schools (mainly Harambee Schools)
which accounted for 40 per cent of total secndary school enrollments.
Although the underlying philosophy behind encouraging unaided
schools is worth appreciating but such policy has led to many educa-
tional problems.

The first problem in this respect has been that actual enrollment
in schools has far exceeded them the planned enrollment targets which
has created many planning problems. Teacher training is the most
important and obvious in this respect. Teacher has been trained ac-
cording to enrollments projected in the plan. Shortage of trained
teachers has led to unaided secondary schools employing untrained
teachers. Trained teachers are mainly employed in Govt. aided
schools. This has created a wide gap.in standard of education between
government and the unaided schools.

The educational facilities in unaided schools are not according to
the increasing enrollments of students. The deteriorating standard
education in non-government schools as compareJ to government
school is indicated by rate of success of candidates in Kenya Junior
Secondary Examination. In 1967for example, the rate of success for
government schools was 55 per cent, where as it was 35 per cent for
Hambee schools and 25 per cent by other private schools. In 1970,
close to 65 per cent of candidates from aided schools passed the school
certificate examination, compared with less than 30 per cent of these
from unaided schools. The other serious problem of educational
structure as adopted by Kenya is the examination and selection system.
"The certificate of primary education is almost exclusively designed for
selection of secondary schools and ignores the needs of the majority of
pupils who will continue their education beyond the primary level.
The effect of the certificate of primary education on the curriculum of
primary schools is to strengthen the tendency to gear the entire prim-
ary schooling of young people to entering secondary education, instead
of preparing them for available employment opportunities, especially
in the rural areas and in the informal sector. "2'1

The problems of drop-outs and unsuccessful candidates in selection
and examinations is very serious. On one hand such young people

21. Ibid., p. 22.
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are frustrated because of their educational failures and on other hand
they do not get employment. One can imagine what social problems
can emerge in a society which is building up an army of such frustrated
youths.

The formal education provided the existing system does not pre-
pare students for employment opportunities available in the society.
The educational expansion and structure of education as s~ch not pre-
paring students for employment opportunities has Cleated an immense
problem in Kenya.

"As education expanded fast, amang a population itself fas}
expanding thousands of young Kenyas, with their parents and other
supporters, are beginning to find their certificates almost worthless, at
,least for obtaining jobs. First, it was the primary school leavers, then
from 2leavers, now those with school certificates, soon those with
university arts degrees. This is the background to frustration among
school leavers and their families."28

The other aspect of such formal education i(preparing students
not for technical jobs or goals in agriculture, rural sector. But for
white coHeredjobs in urban areas. Students after having such educa-
tion, waste their time and energies in wandering on the beautiful roads
of big towns or big offices working as clerks instead of working in
industries or in rural sector. The survey of ILD points out that "the
problem of youth employment does not lie so much in the number of
primary school leavers : it lies much more in the whole philosophy of
education, which mentally prepares the pupils for formal, non-rural
employment in the context of an economy which has failed to generate
enough employment opportunities of this sort: and in the foreseeable
future this will continue to be so, unless there are fundamental changes-
both inside the school and outside."29

Looking at the problem of educated youth in the context of the
economic situation in Kenya, one has to conclude that the need for
changes are not required only within the educational system but also in
the structure of the economy. In rural areas of Kenya, people do not
have land and facilities, to obtain a reasonable income. Less than 12

28. Ibid., p. 2.
~, Ibid., p. 237,



-~~uceritl'bf land is suitable fiwcrbp 'prodiIet16h in -the fpresent-stitkof
IreclinolQgy. -Majority of the families Iivingon small 'lfoldings -earJ?~IiO
Jll1<rre'lthani60'a year. Some of the poor small holderS' benefiHrom

-"":remittances from relatives in towns," 30

. N6!employmentop'pothlnities in tural -~freas 'and 'eouditional
,eXp'ansi$nih'as led to the problem of influx of educateQ yOuth-in urban
1tfeas; ;;' ,r ..

~~-~.1,-. • . , •. _4. i~•..•._.J • ~- ~ ...• :. ••• ',. _ .~ • ~ \ __ ~. i

ExpansIon of urban towns WIth not rapIdly lllcreas~ng Job op-
portutiith~s to absorb all young educated people has on- one han,fied to
~~ep~Kese~people jobs which keep them on sub~istence tevef in city
IfiR~''1'f<iifo15iand on other hand has created m'ilhysocialprobletiis. As
tp()int~<f>outby ILD survey: "For those wh'o can'tiot make a living in
(t~ ruWHlreas, or fulfill their aspirations tnere,. there is 'an 'alternative
~flfuigraiingto the towns, Particularly among the younger and' better
re"d'ifcated/(these two categories tend to coincide), therels a-greate influx
to the towns, where both the formal and inforfua1:sectorof,theeconomy

.\-t1ff~i.'..1£~2Te-earning_ o~.p~r.t,u,niti~s. This .. in~~x has , resul,t~d in very
ntpid;gcowth of the urban populatIOn, partlcularly of ItS Afrlc'atf com-
~9~etrt~ ,'Moreover, the iiiflux and thefes.ulti~~ d~ogtap.hic growth
are'itrcreas1ngly concentrated in the sfngle cityM Na:iiobi. "31, ,

_0 -',;,. -
iI' " Most of the developing countries like Kel1ya are adopting non-

'~f6:tm'alf;'education as an alternative approach to education, without
"tchanging, the socia-economic structure of society. The emphasis in
1non"for.mal education has been training people with education.in

l . . .•

lpbly tech nk- institutes which emphasise on providing training in craft
rsk!iUsl.ragtiicultural knowledge, small scale business management and
~geneFal'ecoIiomic understanding. Without structural 'changes in the
-wl;lOlel(soCitHconomic set up of a society, how such alternativesJead
to intensify the problem of unemployment and ill-education can be
illustrated from what has happened in Kenya.

JP} ~~~-F~rmal Education':

(I. . 'j:Bere are many programms whiCh have been HlUricheo in area of
l,11'5ri~~mal education by government. and. privateorgaiiizatidris 'art~'r
~Keity\t's'i'hcependence, We can categorIze them as folldwing.

30. Ibid., p. 10.

31. Ibid" p. 10,
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(i) Vocational Training Programs for Educa~ion and Drop-outs
Youth,

(ii) Training Programs for Adult Populations in Rural Areas and

(iii) Multi-Purpose Training Programs.

(iv) Vocational and Other Training Programs for Non-Educated
Population.

(i) Vocational Training Programs for Educated and Drops-Outs
Youth:

In this category, we can see three types of programs launched in
Kenya (1) Industrial and vocational training, pre-employment pro-
grams such as: (a) Young Christian Women Association (YCWA)
training programs for girls and.

(b) Christian Industrial training Center-Nairobi. Young Christian
Women Association (YCWA) training program has three different
centres designed to train girls and women for employment. Each year
the YCWA receives more than 1,000 applications from all over Kenya
but places are quite limited. After training YCWA attempts to find
jobs for the girls.

Christian Industrial Training Centre-Nairobi offers a three year
program for artisans at the post-primary level and currently enrolls
roughly 72 trainees per year for a total population of 200. It combines
minimal academic qualification leading to KISS examination and frain-
ing leading to artisan qualifications.

2-Kenya-- Village Polytechnics:

In 1971, there were 13 village polytechnics serving about 400
students. Village polytechnics emphasis is on the all round training
such a craft skills, agricultural knowledge small scale business manage-
ment and general economic understanding of young people looking for

_employement opportunities in the rural areas. These polytechnics are
financed by non-government organizations such as National Christian
Councile of Kenya, country Council Grants, local church collections
and others Government has not aided directly to village polytechnics.
The important problems in such programm are: (a) Over capitalization
of the programm. Large professional slaff and expensive bl!ilding lead



so
toina r~~lat~t}',r~s of training and inappropriate student expect a-

'; lons,., 15) How to integrate such programm within the broader context
ohuntFdevelopment, (c) how to provide coordination and planning at
~.tlc~ti.e.I!~H~yel and, (d) how to expand the scope of such programm.

3-Govt. Prevocational Traj~!~g Youth Proa:ramm :

U:ih ,~~ZgQY...efPIJH~ntprevocational training youth programm is being
built 1,!l'on the youth centres and village polytechnics in order to create
an integrated network of prevocational youth training projects. The

~in~fnt'oitl:iis 'programm is to train primary educated youths in such
a way that they can make use of opportunities on the land and infor-
JllJk<,~~!f ,~ct~V}ty in r,ural and urban areas. But the success of
~h !~~~~t ~~pe,ods upon not only the change in the mental set-
~~!'.•P.;ljfu,t~,s tof~el pr0l:ld in labour activities but also on the attitude
of society.

As rightly emphasized by ILO report that, "as long as education
li~ters[~IJ'1i(j'p~esent formal method of academic instruction directed
~urwim~tth~' uncertain matters of a body of abstract' knowledge which
~~el~icarif~easured by the examination system, Harambee school

"~ili1~1d~g1'bliinmitate conventional academic secondary schools village
fpb'iytUaDi2s will tend to become conventional vocational schools and
so on. "32

'(ii): ~'i:iraiDingPrograms for Adult Population in Rural Areas :
,t", ,.1\ .~ ' ..

1:';':. ~~sJ Africa Yearly Meeting" is such a project financed by
.$Y!F\1:tiIt y-:as,staxted in 1902 with the aim of providing village popula-
tion aritintensive instructions and guidance on such topics as vegetable
growing, live stock raising, nutrition and family planning. Some 15 to
20 vill~ge level workers work in 30 villages in the western province of

~~~r:R!9x~~ing information on such subjects. The other such
~~ ,~h~ch h~s training as a minor function is Kenya Tea'_r~~.~J\utpority" which is a quasi-government organization
~~ipo~J ~l;>jeGtiveto. promote tea production among small pro-
du<:i~~" .'~li~~!1gh it difficult to evaluete the impast of such programms
~t ?iibcan~;a~eJy conclude ~hat such projects can not help and have
.=f~~~nya in solving its critical socio-economic problems be.
cause tHeir impact is limited and cost may be greater ..1QIft 11..,.,.,.,.'- ' .
..•.•..."31.1\ti~:;...p. 238. ~

:.~ ,,'I'tlff. ',- ".
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<iii) Multi-Purpose Training Programms :

In this respect there are two projects which have been implement-
ed with little achievements.

(a) Kenya Na~ional Youth Service: Kenya National Youth Ser-
vice (KNYS) was established in 1964 to absorb large number of youth
who were former Man. Man freedom fighters and other unemployment
from youth wings of various political parties. The main function of
service is to give traning to youth for employemnt. The basic problem
with such programm is its political nature and selection of mainly
based on political pressures. The expenditures for such programm is
very high, and youth who can not find jobs become permanently
dependent on such programm. The number of applicants has always
outnumbered the number of places available. Government is integra-
ting this programm with village polytechnics to make it more beneficial
for society.

(b) Radio Correspondence Courses in Kenya: In April 1967, the
correspondence Course Unit (CCU) was started at the University
-College, Nairobi (now the University of Nairobi). Courses were dir-
ected at preparing primary school teachers and other adults for the
Kenya Junior Secondary Sehool (KJSS) examination. "At 'the end of
1973, there were nearly 2.000 students taking courses under this pro-
gramm"33 Such programm needs intensive research on the type of
information to be provided and also means shouid be adopted to
follow-up work on students, particularly primary school teachers.34

Dilemmas of Kenyan Educational System: Kenyan educational
~aystem is intensifying the socio-economic crisis which all developing
countries like Kenya are facing at present--the unemployment
problem and problems related to urbanization. Hansan has rightly
pointed out that "the first great dilemma of African education: the
dream of a population that is entirely schooled, the tapping of Africa's
greatest resources (its people), and the stark of a growing mass of
desillusioned, umproductive, uprooted schooled children, flocking to
the cities where they join the ranks of the unemployed, or in some
instances remaining on overcrowded holdings in the countryside, dis-

33. James R. Sheffield and Victor p. Diejomaoh, "Non-Formal Education In
African Development". United Nations, New York, 1972,p. 175.

;34, Ibid., Fi~ures on Non-Formal Education as quoted.
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gruntled and convinced their "education" entitled them to better
-things"t35

. The irrelevance of education to the realities of practical life and
"~ocio.-economic requ;rements of a country is the second important~.,
,C:iilemma of education. Abstract education is an absurd education.
t€bnvcntiohal educational system with conventional curriculum and
examination system is producing students who can not imagine and

.~thinkf~(jver the problems independently in practical life Conventional
education produce conventional minds. Education is inappropriate
'land irrelevant for the solution of problems with lot of superficial attri-
butes attached to it. "Educational expansion is difficult in countries
with :JiJtJitedeconomic resources and qualified personnel, educational
r~thi:fll{ingis difficult everywhere. The tragedy in African education
in ouf,time is not, as it is often stated, that there is too little schooling;
the tr~gedy is that what there is of it is inappropriate, partakes too
.Jl.luch,.,of the superficial attributes of schooling everywhere and too
jjttle ()(tp.e qualities of education which make a difference."36

j ••., '

While talking about relevance of education to social and economic
systeriJ.~it does not mean that education should not help in striving for
}'c~anges in socio-economic conditions of a country. It is a problem of
prepa-fing students to face the realities of economic uncertanity and
8ispaiTty, ideological conflict, social disruption of traditional norms,
politica!immaturity, future desiIlusionment and frustrations.

Another important dilemma of Kenyan education is emphasis and
'. ~foo much relience on centralized examination system. These examina-
tions ;have led to students with no intellectual initiative in talking the

. 'i?roblemsbut just to memorize the information given in book and
reprod.uce them in examinations.

Another important dilemma of educational system as it evists in
Kenya is of recruiting and trainning an adequate number of teachers
, ;~ho .are the real builders of a nation and play an important role in
.J?pilding up generations of a society. Unfortunately teachers have lost
the pre~tigious status which they were holding in the past societies with

,;, 3~.;'ohn W. Hanson, "Imagination and Hallucination in African Education,
. I~stitute for International Studies in Education, Michigan State University,
" Michigan, P. 7.

36. Ibid" p. 3.

t.:.... ~..:
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the chaflges in socio-economic structure of societies. In addition they
have not been able to come forward with the solutions of the problems
which developing countries are facing. The economic incentives which
are considered the base of a capitalist system has deprived education
from talented and innovative teachers. "Salary structures which would
attract and hold good teachers are not feasible in periods when having
capital investment is necessary for the economic health of the nation."
Frustrated and disgrunted teachers will produce frustrated and dis-
gruntled generations. It will be illogical to expect from teachers to 'be
above the economic considerations when all the individuals in society
are busy in grabing as much as they can.

One other serious dilemma in educational structure as it exist in
Kenya relates to dichotomy between formal education and non-formal
education and training. Non-formal education and training is con-
sidered inferior as compared to formal education. Because vocational
training and training produce people who are considered lower in
socio-economic ranking of a society in comparison with people which
are product of formal education. White collered jobs are the aspiration
of all young people in such societies. Working on machines, on farms
and other such jobs are looked down upon in developing countries.
ILO report has rightly pointed out that" as long as formal education
system operates as it does (under the influence of distorted incentives
that exisfin the labour market and in society in general), the Harambee
secondary schools or village polytechnics will remain poor relations,
able to make only little headway. These parallel institutions will strive
to imitate the conventional academic schools, and this is unavoidable
Qecause it is the sensible thing to do as long as people with formal
education are rewarded with higher incomer and better job opportuni-
ties than others"38

Vocational education considered as a solution to the problem of
educated youth is a fallacy which has been proved in all the developing
countries. It is just merely shift from one type of education to other.
As pointed out by Hanson that "vocational education may also be a
fallacy-not because it alone can not solve all the social and economic
ills of countries with populations growing more rapidly than econo-
mies-but vocational schools as we have known them are somehow out

37. Ibid., p. 27.
38. ILO, Op. Cit., p. 22.
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of joint with reality in ways which our biases lead us to overlook and,
being out of joint with reality, are unable to make the more limited
contribution to economic growth and personal fulfillment which they
might legtimately be expected to make."3S

One other reason for educational system as it exist and is not
progressing is administrative structure of the systems. As a part of
the whole system, Ministry of Education is trying to maintain 'the
status quo.

Conclusions: Concluding one can say that one type of education
or other in the existing structure of sodo-economic system is bound
to fail in solving the problems which developing countries are fac-
ing. Integrating with work and work with education is an. approach
to be adopted by developing counries. Changes in educational structure
and educational reforms will never bear any fruits until and unless the
whole structure of society is changed, The existing economic relations
and attitude of society towards workers has to be changed for any
successful changes in educational system and there is no other way
except change in the whole structure.

Dr. Karamat Ali
Department of Economics,

;-

Bahaud-din-Zakriya University,
Mul~an.

39. John W. Hanson, Op. Cit., p. 33.



Economic Policies, Growth Performance and Income
Distribution in Pakistan: An Economertic Study*

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to present an analysis of the reflec-
tion 'of Pakistan's economic policies on growth performance and
income distribution during 1963/64-1971/72. The study presented in
this paper will enrich the literature on the interaction between
economic growth and income distribution and at the same time offers
an analysis on the general applicability of Kuznet's relation in less
developed countries which has been the topic of academic debate
for many years.

In our analysis we take the prevailing institutional setting into
account in explaining the Pakistan growth process and performance.
The paper is divided into the foJlowing sectors:

Section II :

Economic Policies and institutional Setting: This Section offers
an explanation of economic policies adopted during 1963/64-
1971/72 and the institutional setting within which these policies
were carried out.

Section III :

Growth Performance: This sector presents a Statistical survey
of the changes in the structure of the Pakistan economy between
1963/64-1971/72 in terms of sectoral Pattern of output, employ-
ment and income.

Section IV :
Income distribution: This section presents an analysis of ~he
distribution impact of the economic growth during 1963/64-
1971/72.

• A revised versian of the author's M. Sc. dissertation submitted to the
University of Hull (U. K.). The author is deeply indebted to Prof. A. Cigro
and Mr, G. Mackepeace, for their guidance and helpful critcisms during the
preperation stage of the dissertation.
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Section V :

.Concluding Remarks: This section briefly outlines the main
conclusions of the study.

II. ECONOMIC POLICIES AND INSTITUTIONAL SETTING

The main objective of Pakistan's economic Policies after 1960,
withiI,llt,h~, framework. of a private and mixed economic system, has
b.e~n tq achieve a high rate of economic growth. To stimulate faster
economic growtb, monetary, fiscal and trade policies have sought to
ifrecfth~ comosition of real output by increasing public and private
...... ";',,"' .
sector'iilvestment (Lewis (1969)

Price stability was viewed as the \necessary concomitant of the
6~er~11'economic policy in generating investment which was to be
'financed by both domestic savings and foreign sources. Consequent-
1'y"deJicit financing of government investment as well as frequent
~:Jd. <;],

a.djustments of the exchange rate were not adopted. Pakistan has
~olI." ~"."

consistently placed more emphasis on a monetarist approach to check
inflation by controlling the money supply in 1960's. Money Supply
has been influenced through changes in the interest rate and the
imp6s,ifion of credit ceiling on the banking system.

, tfade policy has been based on the principle of Protection with
the aim of speeding up industrialization. The policy has emphasized

. relatively high tariffs and the development of import-substitute
.il'!d~tr;es. The devaluation in 1960's has been avoided in order to
;~ncou!,~ge foreign investmnet and to facilitate the importation of
capitahgoods, raw materials and auxiliary materials by domestic
industries. Foreign trade has also been directed towards the
encouragement of exports. The measures taken were on supply side
.~bro~gh,.the incentives offered to the exporters in the shape of Export
-BOnu~j,Sch~me.

The main features of institutional setting within which these
economic policies were carried out are the following:

1. An economy inherited from the colonial period characterized
by a lopsided structure of favouring the modern sectors

..;2',
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which are controlled by the small elite of the society and
inefficient state economic units.

2. Inegalitarian social structure which was mainly reflected in
the weak position of the masses with respect to land hold-
ing, marketing position and political power.

3. Market imperfection which was reflected in the nature of
access to resources and price formation of goods which was
deterimental to a sound economic process.

III. GROWTH PERFORMANCE

The overall dimensions of Pakistan's economic growth during
1963/64-1971/72 are reflected in the growth rates of aggregate and
per-capita income during this period. Aggregate domestic income,
at constant 1959/60 prices, grew at an average annual rate of 5.88
percent. With an average gr~wth rate of population of 2.88 percent
per annum, the growth rate of real per capita income during
1963/64-1971/72 was 2.44 per cent per annum. Table 1 shows gross
Domestic Product at Constant 1959/60 price during 1963/64-1971/72
and Table 2 shows the average compounded annual growth rates of
gross domestic product, population and per capita income during the

same period.

~he Sectoral ~distribution of both gross domestic product and
employment serves further to indicate the economy's growth and
growth process. Table 3 shows the sectoral distribution of gross
domestic product during 1963/64-1971/72, and Table 4 shows the
sectoral distribution of employment for 1968/69 and 1971/72.
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TABLE 1
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Pakistan: GOP, 1963/64-1971/72 as constant

1959/60 market prices.
(in million Rs.)

DGP

21356
23360
25126
25901
27659
29454
32336
39368
. 32674

1963/64
1964/65
1965/66
1966/67
1967/68
1968/69
1960/70
1970/71
1971/72

TABLE 2

GOP

Distription

Population

P. C. Income

Pakistan: Average Compounded Annual Growth Rates of
GOP, Population and P. C. Income 1963/64-1971/72

(in percentages)

Rate o/Growth

5.88

2.88

2.44
TABLE 3

Pakistan: Sectoral Distribution of GOP at constant
1959/60 market prices (in %age)

Sector 1963/64 66/67 67/68 68j69 69/70 70/71 71/72
Agriculture 41.26 37.95 39.70 38.97 38.89 37.65 38.60
Manufacturing 14.97 15.57 15.51 15.82 16.04 16.28 15.38
Construction 4.20 4.01 3.75 4.47 4.20 4.29 3.56
Wholesale & 13.74 13.98 13.57 13.65 13.78 13.76 31.51
Retail Trade
Others 25.83 28.49 27.47 27.09 27.09 28.02 28.95

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 4

Pakistan : Employment by Economic Sectors
1968/69-1971/72 (in %age)

Sector 1968-69 1971-72
Agriculture, Forestry, Hunting 55.79 57.32
& Fishing.
Manufacturing J5.63 12.37
Construction 3.70 3.41
Wholesale & Retail Trade etc. 10.33 9.89
Others 14.55- 13.70

TABLE S

Pakistan: Estimates of Average Relative Sectoral Productivities

Sector! 968169 1971/72

Rela- Rela- Rela- Rela- Rela- Rela-
tive tive tive tive tive tive

Employ- Inco- Prod- Employ- Inco- Pro-
ment(%) me(%) uctiv- ment(%) me(%) uctiv-

ity ity
(E) (Y) (YIE) (E) (Y) (YIE)

Agriculture, Forestry, 55.79 38.97 0.70 57.32 38.60 0.67

Hunting & Fishing.
Manufacturing 15.63 1582 1.01 22.47 15.38 1.23
I • 3.70 4.47 1.21 3.41 3.56 1.04Construction
Whole & Retail Trade 10.33 13.65 1.32 9.89 13.51 1.07
etc.
I
Others 14.55 27.09 1.86 13.70 28.95 2.11

These figures can be used to estimate the relative sectoral pro-
ductivities in 1968/69 and 1971/72 as shown in Table 5.
I

As Table 3 and 5 indicate a sectoral transformation in the
Pakistan economy during 1968/69-1971/72 did not take place to a
significant extent. However, the transformation in agriculture was
the poorest with relative productivity declining from 0.70 in 1968/69
to 0.67 in 1971/72. The relative productivity in manufacturing sector
increased from 1.01 in 1968/69 to 1.23 in 1971/22. These figures
reflect the ~overnment policie:;; adopted durin~ the 19(jO's.
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IV. INCOME DISTRIBUTION

Due to the absence of personal income statistics the method
adopted to measure income distribution is the concentration ratio of
consumption expenditure. The concentration ratio for each item of
consumption expenditure is also computed in order to enable an
esti.mate to be made of the exten t to which the low income group
suffers as inequality of consumption of basic necessities increases.

Recently Kakwani & Podder formulated the analogy of the
computation of the Gini Coefficient of incom distribution with that
of the concentration ratio of consumption expenditures distribution.
Their formulation can be summarised a8 follows: let X be the total
per-capita expenditure of a household with distribution function-of
(X) which is defined as,

x
F(x) =~0 f(x) dx (I)

The distribution function of equation (1) indicates the pro-
portion of household having total per-capita expenditure less than
or equal to 'X'. The proportion of total per capita expenditure of
these household is given by,

(2)

where a is the mean total per-capita expenditure of the households.
The Lorenz Curve is formed by the relationship between F(X) and
FI (X) and the given index derived from this curve is defined as
equal to one minus twice the area under this curve which is given as,

00
G=I-2~o FI (x) dx. (3)

The use of consumption expenditures as a proxy of income lead us to
look at the Engel function of the commodities consumed. gi (x) be
HIe En~el function of the ith commodity. Then the distribution
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function of gj (x) can be defined as,

1 t x
Fi gi (x)=Yi Jo gj (x) f(x) dx (4)

IWhere Yi is the mean per copita expenditure of the households on
t~e ith commodity. Equation (4) is equal to the proportion of ex.
penditure on the ith commodity by households hoving total per.
capita expenditure less than or equal to x The relationship between
Fjgi (x) and F (x) is called the concentration curve of the ith com-
I1?odity. Analogous to the Gini index derived from the Lorenz
Curve, the concentration ratio is defined as one minus twice the area
under the specific concentration curve which is given as,

00
CRj= 1 - 2 ~o Fi gi (x) f(x) dx (5)

'Fhe concentration ratio of consumption expenditures as specified by
e~uation (5) is then computed from the Lorenz function of consump-
tion expenditures for its expenditure distribution implicat:on. The
IJorenz function of consumption expenditures from group data is

Specified as,

"IJ =arc(f"(v!T -rcl

a > 0, (f"> 0 and ~ > 0 (6)

*
where TC=(

Fi + Fi )V2
*

and "IJ=(
Fi-Fi )V2

•••
Pi is the proportion of household by expenditure bracket Fi is the
proportion of households total per capita expenditure by expenditure
bracket (i = ....• ,n). The concentration ratio is then computed
u~ing the following formula,

(7)
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B (1 + at. 1 + ~) is the Beta functi?n which can be computed by
using tables of the incomplete Beta function of tables of the complete
Gamma function.

In using tables' of the complete Gamma function the fol1o'Ying
relationship of the Beta function and the Gamma function is observ-
ed,

B 0+ 1+~)= Gamma (1+at) Gamma (I+~
eta at, Gamma (1 + at+ l+~)

To estimate the Lorenz function as given in equation (6) for the
computation of the concentration ratio, the following estimating
equation is used,

log qt = log a + at log Pt + ~log rt + et (8)

where

rt =V2 - Pt, et = disturbance term

The ordinary least square method is then applied to get the regres-
sive coefficients of equation (8) where the term constant in the
estimated equation is the antilog. Table 6.8 show the regression
results together with the concentration ratios of the consumption
expenditure items and the total consumption expenditures separately
for rural, urban and combined Pakistan.

TABLE 6

Estimate of the Lorenz Function by Items for Rural
Pakistan, 1972

Items a at ~ R2 C.R.
Food & D. 0.324 0878 0.844 0.998 0.350
Clothing & f. 0.353 0.959 0854 0.999 0.365P. Effects 0.494 0.898 0.884 0.999 0.518
H. Rent 0.618 1.051 0.915 0.997 0.594Fuel & 1. 0.278 0.890 0.H7 0.999 0.303
Furniture & u.. 0.528 0.953 '0.889 0.999 0.537
Miscellaneous 0.514 0.963 0.896 0.998 0.520
Total Expenditure OA05 0.948 Ot867 ().999 0.4J9





These calculations are based on the published data as obtained
through the Survey of Current Economic conditions in Pakistan
(Household income and Expenditure) and collected by the Central
Statistical Office of Pakistan for the Year 1971/72. For making of
comparison over time we have also reported the concentration
ratios for the year 1963/64 in Table 9 as calculated' by Bergan (1967).
Thes~'~results indicate that all concentration ratio of the consumption
expenditures increased between 1963/64 and 1971{72. The higher
concentration ratios of consumption expenditures imply that the
incom~ inequality in Pakistan between 1963{64 and 1971/72 became
greater and that the poor benefited very little if at alI.I-

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

'Jihe comparison of results for the period 1963/64-1971/72 con-
firms the Kuznet's hypothesis which asserts that changes in economic
welfare of the population are positively related to changes in the
level of national income and negatively related to changes in inequa-
'lity .of income distribution using the Gini coeffi,cient of household
consumption expenditurc as the measure.

The higher concentration ratios in 1971/72 for all three regions
urban?:rural and combined Pakistan.indicate that the levels of living
of masses deteriorated during the period under study.

If,this estimate can be used to detect the deterioration of the
levels of living of masses then the results support the Adelman-Mor-
oris a~sertion that growth at low income countries leads to worsening
absolute income for the poor.

T'be inequality as described by the Kaznet's Curve-an ipverse-U
shaped relation between income inequality and GNP per-capita may
not necessarily occur or may be much less pronounced as recent
.studies of the parameters of economic growth in Taiwan and South
K:orea demonstrate (Fei, 1976).

, In -these two countries initial planned development processes
were-con'comitant with necessary and effictive social reforms which
laidithe basis for more egalitarian economic relations in the society.
In'Pakistan, on the other hand, The institutional setting as described
in St:,ction II has been continuously prevailing which is obviously
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Idetrinient~li to' such process as towards a more egalitarian structure

'of income.
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Delinking of Pakistani Rupee

The Pakistan Government has delinked its rupee from the U.S.
dollar with effect from January 8, 1982. Pak rupee was pegged with U.S.
dpHar in order to provide stability to Pakistan currency. With time,
dollar as an international currency became weaker and weaker and its
value with other currencies fluctnated in a rapid way. The result was
that it could not provide stability to Pakistan currency vis-a-vis other
currencies. Fortunes of rupee were buffeted by fortunes or misfoitunes
of the dollar 'and we had an exchange rate which depended on the
U.S. economy.

With the delinking of Pakistan rupee, we have moved .away from
fixed exchange rate system to a managed floating exchange rate.
Pakistan rupee/dollor rate is being fixed daily by the State Bank of
Pakistan with reference to a trade weighted basket of currencies of
the country's major trading partners. Under a system of freely floating
exchange rates, no par of enchange is fixed. Nor noes a former fixed
par apply, because in the case of inconvertible money, such a large
quantity comes into circulation that the old par no longer has any
relevence and the government makes no effort to enforce it. The
free or floating rate is allowed to seek its own level.

Exchange rate is held as stable as is possible and depreciates or
appreciates without undue strain. The desired degree of exchange
stability will be achieved through buying and selling operations by the
monetary authourities in the foreign exchange market. Exchange
control is employed to eliminete disequiHbrating capital flight
movements.

The compromise solution suggested above implies that the
exchange rates which are kept stable must approximate rates at which.
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balance of payments equilibrium can be maintained over longer
periods, so that over an extended interval of time, any loss of reserves
can be expected to be made good by matching inflows. Such rates
may be termed as the "equilibrium rates of exchange", which again
may be defined as "the rate which, over a certain period, maintains
the balance of payments in equilibrium without any net change in the
international curency. reserves.
~.. :, .:-

Toe basic idea behind a system of flexible exchange rates is that
of an equilibrium price, there is some exchange rate that will equate
the demand for and supply of foreign exchange. The purchasing
'power parity theory determines the equilibrium rate of exchange, and
Under these conditions changes in the exchange rate will restore equili.
'15tlumb'y inducing shifts in exports and imports.

The managed floating exchange rate system adopted in Pakistan
can have the following good points.

t, . 1. Simplicity

,.The first of the advantages "claimed for the system is its
si~plici~y" The exchange rate moves freely to equate supply
rind demand, thus clearing the market and eliminating the problem
of sca:rdity of anyone currency, countries do not have to induce
clianges ....in prices and incomes to maintain equlibrium in the HO.P.
:€eftainly, of the variables effecting the demand for and supply of any
p,artici.ijar currency the exchange rate is the easiest to alter .
•....'h 1 .,,-'

2. Continuous adjectment.

. A.system of flexible exchange rates provides for continuous adjust-
.rtt~p.t, 'thus avoiding the adverse effects of prolonged periods of
.pl~;quiUprium~ A persistent disequilibrium permits inappropriate use
~9t.reco:urses to continue and even to become aggravated. It, therefore
'leads to'"a,sudden shock when a country eventually takes the necessary
corrective measures. When long delayed, the resulting changes will be
more drastive and difficult to effect. Gradual changes in exchange rates
'would eliminate these sudden shocks and drastic adjustments. They
cduld not-eliminate the need for adjustments but permit the necessary
~han~es to take place by gradual steps .

.if;-'
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However, the delinkihg policy is going to have ,adverse effects on
tl;l.eeconomy due ,to following .reasons.

1. Low Elasticities.

If the elasticities are too low, depreciation of the weak currency
will simply worsen the payment im balance. For depreciation to
prenent or eliminate a deficit,. it must reduce domestic currency
expenditures on imports relative to domestic currency receipts
:of.exports .. If this is to occur, it is necessary that the sum of the
elasticities of demand for imports and exports of the country
concerned must be greater than one. The empirical evidence shows that
these elasticiaties in Pakistan are low so that depreciation of this weak
currency would worsen the deficit.

2. Deduction in foreign trade.

The second argument against flexible rates is that they introduce a
degree of uncertainty harmful to international trade. The uncer-
tainty exists because these rates are unstable. Although Pakistan
has allowed the system of 'FoFward Exchange', but it increases the
cost.

3. Speculation.

Under a system of flexible exchange rates, speculation is destabili-
zing. It tends to aggravate fluctuations in the exchange rate caused
by trade. For speculators, a fall in the exchange rate is a signal for
further decline, anq their action will cause the movement in the
exchange rate to be larger than it would be in the absence of specula-
tion. So speculation is destabilishing.

4. Inflationary Effects.

Flexible exchange rate will have an inflationary impect on the Pak.
economy, because depreciation of the exchange rate will cause a rise
in the domestic price level, Depreciation of a curreney means that
imports become more expensive, and the increase in import prices
leads to an increase in the general price level. Let us assume that a
country's imports amount to 20% of its national income, and that its
currency depreciates by 15%. T4is willle~d to on incre~se iQ import
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prices of 15%. If this increase is carried through completely, and no
secondary effects occur, the general price index in the country will
increase by 30% (l/5~h of 15%). Here a depreciation prQduces an
infiafionary effect.

From the above we can conclude that delinking will bave
adverse effects on the economy.

Salman Ahmad
Deptt. of Economics,'
Govt. College, Lahore
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